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Abstract

Many urban road transportation systems currently face serious problems regarding safety, along
with issues of capacity shortage and unreliability. These factors not only have a local and direct
effect on the transportation system in any city, but cause the inefficient use of fuels and as a
result environmental pollution. To successfully manage congestion and safety issues using only
the existing infrastructure, there is a need for efficient and dynamic traffic management
strategies. This thesis introduces a novel dynamic control strategy, which includes the dynamic
use of a proactive Variable Speed Limit (VSL) integrated with the dynamic use of Hard Shoulder
Running (HSR) and in which both VSL and HSR would be proactively triggered. The “dynamic”
nature of this strategy would allow for the optimum utilization of the existing roadway network.
Whereas, the “proactive” nature of the trigger would allow for necessary control measures to be
taken in advance to avoid the formation of a bottleneck. For traffic prediction, a modified
METANET model has been developed which takes into consideration the complex nature of
driver’s behavior along with driver’s compliance, capacity drop and posted speed limits. The
modified METANET model is more efficient than conventional macroscopic prediction models
in detecting the traffic congestions.
This dynamic and proactive strategy was tested on Deerfoot Trail using exclusively developed
integrated VISSIM-COM-MATLAB interface. A detailed comparison between No VSL, VSL
only and VSL-HSR control strategy has been made. Both VSL only and VSL-HSR control
strategy were effective in improving the overall network performance. Importantly, VSL-HSR
control strategy outperformed the VSL only strategy. The results from this study suggested that
ii

with VSL-HSR control strategy, there was a significant increase in both the average speed, by
21.09%, and in vehicle-throughput, by 33.44%. Furthermore, there was a noticeable reduction in
the average travel time by 39.98% and in the total number of stops, by 32.43%. Importantly, the
safety analysis performed using Surrogate Safety Assessment Model (SSAM) revealed a marked
reduction in collisions, by 29.73%.
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Chapter One: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Today, more than 81% percent of the Canadian population lives in metropolitan areas and this
proportion is rising steadily (Government of Canada, 2016). The effect of this increase in
population can be clearly seen on transportation networks. Urban road transportation systems are
facing severe problems of poor safety, capacity shortage, unreliability, inefficient use of fuels
and environmental pollution. According to the Urban Transportation Task Force (UTTF 2012),
the annual cost of recurring congestion in Canada is estimated to be $4.6 billion. Moreover,
considering the maintenance cost of collisions on roads, air pollution, noise pollution, and travel
time delays; the estimated overall cost amounts to $27 billion annually. Due to fiscal, land and
environmental constraints, building more roads or adding new lanes are often not a viable
solution. Therefore, improving the operational efficiency of urban transportation networks by
using the existing system’s unused capacity is one potential sustainable solution.
The Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) strategies are used in co-ordination with each other
in Active Traffic Management (ATM), in order to maximize the efficiency of transportation
throughout the full course of the day and during both recurrent and non-recurrent congestion.
Real-time traffic control and management systems optimize the efficiency of traffic networks by
instantly responding to the dynamic and the random nature of traffic. Variable Speed Limit
(VSL), Ramp Metering (RM), Reversible Lanes (RL) and Route Guidance (RG) are widely used
ITS techniques. More recently, various other methods, such as the temporary use of shoulder
lanes and reversible median lanes have emerged.
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ATM uses techniques involving dynamic processes and incorporates three main strategies to
improve the performance of the overall traffic network. First, the collecting and analyzing of
real-time traffic data from various sources, including for example loop detectors, video cameras,
probe vehicles, and Global Positioning System (GPS). Second, devising simulations of future
traffic conditions and third, implementing optimal control techniques.
1.2 Variable Speed Limit (VSL)
VSL refers to a dynamic change of posted speed limits on freeways, based on prevailing traffic,
incidents and/or weather conditions, where the change in the speed limit is conveyed to drivers
by displaying the current speed limit on overhead signs. VSL systems are widely used in Europe,
USA, and Australia. The main benefits of VSL systems are summarized below:
1. Traffic Homogenization and Improved Safety: VSL control has been reported to
improve safety and homogenize traffic, but not to enhance mobility in studies carried out
in Europe (such as Bertini et al. (2006), van den Hoogen et al. (1994)) and North
America (such as Piao et al. (2008), Lee et al. (2006), Abdel-Aty et al. (2006)). Though
it is notable that some VSL control strategies were implemented to respond only to
adverse weather conditions. It has been shown that the VSL control strategy reduces the
differences in speed among vehicles traveling in the same or adjacent lanes. Due to a
reduction in speed variance, the drivers’ behaviors were observed to be synchronized,
which discourages lane changing behavior and consequently the probability of collisions
(Abdel-Aty et al. (2006)).
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2. Environmental Benefits: Reduction in fuel consumption and emissions have been
observed with VSL control systems (Zegeye et al. (2011)). Congestion leads to increased
fuel consumption and air pollution. Since VSL systems make the traffic flow smoother by
homogenizing the traffic, it is likely that usage of a VSL will result in decreased stopand-go conditions, which reduces emissions and lowers fuel consumption.
3. Handling Traffic Breakdown: When the vehicular flow is close to capacity, any small
disturbance, for example, a sudden change in the lane by a vehicle, can lead to traffic
breakdown resulting in stop-and-go condition. By slowing down the vehicles it is
possible to increase the critical density at which breakdown occurs. By increasing the
critical density the breakdown condition can be delayed or avoided (Kejun et al. (2008),
Zegeye et al. (2009)).
4. Reduction in Travel Time Delay: It has been observed that if the VSL control strategy
is designed to operate proactively and the optimization problem is formulated to reduce
the travel time, the VSL control can result up to 39% reduction in travel time
(Hadiuzzaman et al. (2012)).

1.3 Hard Shoulder Running (HSR)
Temporary use of shoulder lane, also referred as hard shoulder running (HSR), is an ITS
technique where the roadside shoulders are converted into a full lane, which is used as a running
lane during some hours of the day as a congestion relief strategy. This technique is typically
implemented on freeways. The main advantage of the dynamic shoulder is that it provides
3

additional capacity when most needed, while preserving the shoulder as an emergency lane
during the rest of the day. According to the US Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), on
most of the North American highways, more than 40% of congestion is due to insufficient
capacity and most of the congestion is observed only during morning and evening peak periods.
Like Variable Speed Limit (VSL) systems, dynamic use of shoulders is used in European
countries and in a few locations in North America. Middelham (2003) claim that this dynamic
lane change management system can be extremely beneficial in resolving traffic congestion.
Cohen (2004) focused on removal of bottleneck through the implementation of peak period
shoulder use. This implementation also produced a marked 16% increase in capacity and 25%
increase in average speed on the freeway.
Although shoulder usage has the potential to alleviate congestion, the additional merging from
intervening sections or during the closing of the shoulder for general traffic, may result in an
overall deterioration of the network performance and road safety. Therefore, careful analysis of
the dynamic use of shoulders is required before implementation.

1.4

Motivation and Problem Statement

The currently developed VSL control systems can be broadly divided into two categories: a
reactive approach and a proactive approach. Reactive rule-based VSL control strategies are
founded on simplistic, localized information, and as a result, they have very limited potential.
With advancement in technology more advanced VSL strategies have been developed. Pro-active
rule-based VSL control strategies are network-wide and highly coordinated. Several proactive
4

VSL strategies have been derived, for example, the Model Predictive Control (MPC), which is
based on a traffic flow prediction model that anticipate future traffic breakdown and accordingly
formulate VSL strategies to mitigate traffic congestion before it occurs. Previous studies have
shown great potential for MPC based VSL strategies (Hegyi (2004); T. Bellemans (2003);
Zegeye (2009)). Generally, the combination of RM and VSL has manifold effects (Bellemans et
al. (2006); Baskar et al. (2012); Arora et al. (2015). However, several factors that affect the
performance of control strategies and traffic state predictions have not yet been studied and are
outlined below:
1. Performance of control strategies on complex corridors: Various macroscopic and
microscopic prediction models have been used in proactive traffic control strategies. Prior
to implementation of controls, the model needs to be calibrated carefully to reflect real
traffic conditions. The majority of existing models have been studied on relatively simple
freeway corridors. In reality, the typical freeway corridors are more complex, with
multiple bottleneck locations and non-uniform geometry; including a change in the
number of lanes over the given stretch of freeway. Moreover, most of the traffic
prediction models used in proactive VSL consider the same values for the parameters of
driver behavior over the whole stretch of freeway. However, in reality, the driver’s
behavior is more complex, and drivers react differently depending on the traffic situation.
2. Combination of dynamic shoulder use and variable speed limit: It is well known that
combining various control strategies, if implemented carefully, can have synergic effects.
Generally, VSL strategies are studied with RM and various studies confirm the
5

effectiveness of integrating control (Bellemans (2006); Baskar (2012)). However, most of
the urban freeways have traffic flow demands well beyond their safe capacity, and
implementation of integrated RM and VSL strategies can increase the effective capacity
only to a certain extent. As a result, there is a need, when required, for the utilization of
extra lanes or alternative roads. In the case of studies combining the use of VSL and HSR
(Kellermann (2000); Middelham (2003); Bergmeister K. et. al. (2004); Riegelhuth
(2007)), when the shoulder lane is opened the speed limits are kept constant at a lower
value for the whole stretch of road. The speed selection logic is decided based on preselected threshold values of traffic parameters. To our knowledge no study integrated the
dynamic shoulder lanes with VSL. It is very important to study the benefits of the
network as a whole, the objective function developed in this study uses an MPC based
algorithm to proactively trigger VSL and HSR. The optimum speed limits are obtained
using the MPC approach in a rolling horizon fashion. This combined control strategy is
expected to be more effective in reducing congestion compared to the strategy deployed
separately.
3. Need for a more effective trigger algorithm: In previous studies, the performance of
trigger conditions has not been given adequate attention. It is essential to set the trigger
conditions so that VSL-HSR control does not create any negative impact on the network
performance. Unnecessary VSL and/or HSR initiation in congested traffic may result in
an increase in travel time. The trigger algorithm should be capable of continuously
detecting congestion formation resulting from high traffic demand (i.e. recurrent
congestion) or due to any incidents occurring (i.e. non-recurrent congestion). In addition,
6

the VSL-HSR trigger should be proactive so that necessary steps can be taken to predict
bottleneck formation and trigger VSL and/or HSR in order to avoid its occurrence in the
first place. In all of the studies involving the use of HSR, strategies have not been
sufficiently adaptive to quickly detect non-recurrent congestion due to an incident. Either
the shoulders are open to general traffic on a pre-set schedule, such as only during rush
hours with recurrent congestion or through a traffic management centre (TMC), which
uses video cameras to detect non-recurrent congestion due to incidents. Such strategies
are reactive and so by the time TMC recognizes the incident, the bottleneck may likely
have already occurred. Therefore, there is a need for a more advanced trigger algorithm,
which would be capable of quickly detecting all congestions types and taking the
necessary steps on its own.
4. Evaluation of safety benefits: Very few studies have been conducted that evaluate the
safety and environmental benefits resulting from the implementation of control strategies.
While VSL is shown to reduce rear end collisions and discourage lane changing
behaviour and thus angle collisions, introducing the possibility of dynamic shoulder lane
use will increase lane changing that might offset the reduction in lane changing collisions
resulting from VSL. There is, thus, a need for a more detailed analysis of the safety.

1.5 Contribution of the Thesis
This research will contribute state of the art knowledge in a variety of ways to improve freeway
Active Traffic Demand Management (ATDM) as follows:
7

1. Design of a novel proactive MPC based dynamic Variable Speed Limit (MPC-VSL)
control strategy integrated with dynamic Hard Shoulder Running (HSR) that has the
potential as an option for future demand planning with the help of HSR lanes. The MPC
based algorithm attempts to make the network perform better overall for the near future.
The rolling horizon approach assures better accuracy of the control strategy.
2. Modifying an existing macroscopic 2nd order traffic prediction model to obtain a more
realistic traffic state prediction that is capable to account for the complex nature of traffic
on a freeway and takes into consideration capacity drop, driver compliance and dynamic
posted speed limit. The modified model is shown to be more efficient than conventional
macroscopic prediction models in reflecting the complex nature of drivers and geometry
over the freeway stretch.
3. Development of a proactive trigger algorithm capable of detecting both recurrent and
non-recurrent congestion at any time of the day.
4. Evaluation of the safety of the developed proactive trigger algorithm using exclusively
the Surrogate Safety Assessment Model (SSAM) from the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA).
5. Evaluation of the performance of the proactive integrated control strategy developed in
this thesis on a complex corridor in Canada with multiple bottlenecks and non-uniform
geometry.

8

1.6 Organization of the Thesis
The focus of this research is to develop a proactive integrated freeway control system consisting
of a combined Variable Speed Limit (VSL) technique and dynamic use of shoulder lanes to ease
congestion, improve safety and overall network performance. The remainder of the thesis is
organized as shown in the Figure 1-1:

9

Chapter 1: Introduction
A brief introduction of the thesis:
1. Background
2. Use of Variable Speed Limit and Hard Shoulder Running
3. Motivation
4. Problem Statement
5. Main Contribution
Chapter 2: Literature Review
Comprehensive review of literature on:
1. Variable Speed Limits (VSL) and its category
2. Benefits of integrated control strategies
3. Hard Shoulder Running
Chapter 3: Methodology
An overview of developed control strategy:
1. Modifying the METANET Model for traffic state prediction and its calibration
2. Proactive multi-objective function defined for developed control strategy
3. Proactive trigger definition for VSL and HSR
4. Implementation technique of VSL and HSR
5. VISSIM COM – MATLAB – HSR Interface
6. Safety Analysis of developed control strategy using SSAM
Chapter 4: A Case Study on Deerfoot Trail, Calgary
Demonstration of real time implementation and evaluation parameters:
1. Site Investigation and modeling approach
2. Development of VISSIM Model and its calibration
3. Calibration of modified METANET Model developed.
4. Implementation of developed strategy including information on VSL signs, loop
detectors and data processing
5. VISSIM simulations and scenarios comparison
Chapter 5: Performance Measurements & Analysis of Results
Detailed performance of VSL-HSR control strategy:
1. Comparison of fundamental characteristics (Speed, Flow and Density)
2. Network performance (Average Travel Time, Total Travel Delay, Total Stops
3. Fundamental Diagrams
4. Safety Analysis using SSAM
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations
Brief summary of the thesis and future recommendations:
1. Scope of the work
2. Summary of results
3. Future recommendations
Figure 1-1: Organization of the thesis
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Chapter Two: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The current research develops a proactive, integrated and dynamic Variable Speed Limit (VSL)
combined with proactive dynamic Hard Shoulder Running (HSR) using a method of Model
Predictive Control (MPC). This chapter provides an overview of various VSL and HSR
strategies developed in previous research. The traditional rule-based VSL strategies are discussed
along with their limitations. This will be followed with a discussion on advanced network-wide
VSL strategies with the capabilities of traffic predictions and advanced triggers. The discussion
will include how the combination of various control strategies has manifold benefits and how
VSL combined with other advanced control strategies is a desirable option for Active Traffic
Management (ATM). The road safety implications and environmental benefits of VSL are also
discussed. Finally, this chapter identifies the existing gap by summarizing the literature review
and the motivation underlying the proposed approach. For simplicity, this chapter is categorized
in individually headed sections.

2.2 Impact of Variable Speed Limits on Traffic
The formation of a bottleneck is usually observed from a lane drop, high demand near on-ramps
or off-ramps, a collision or another traffic incident that may result in a congestion. During
significant demand, these congestions are often accompanied by traffic breakdown i.e. a sudden
decrease in speed (Kerner (2009)). In turn, these traffic breakdowns can be explained by two
widely observed phenomena; capacity drop and traffic hysteresis (Saberi et al. (2013),
Geroliminis et al. (2011)).
11

Capacity drop refers to a drop in the average flow compared to its value just before the
breakdown, for the same density value. In addition, capacity drop is mainly observed
downstream of a bottleneck (Chung et al. (2007). During traffic breakdown, various loops are
observed in the congested side of the speed versus flow fundamental diagram (Kerner (2009)).
This phenomenon is called traffic hysteresis and explains the importance of speed control on
traffic breakdown associated with these state transitions. The traffic study was performed on two
lanes of a freeway section with an active bottleneck due to an on-ramp. It was observed that if
the inflow entering the bottleneck is high, there is a considerable drop in the speed, which further
results in loss of capacity. If the speed in the area of disturbance is equal to or less than the
critical speed, it could lead to a traffic breakdown. Therefore, the basic idea is to keep the actual
speed of vehicles passing through the bottleneck, above the critical speed to avoid traffic
breakdown. To achieve this, the inflow to the bottleneck area should be restricted to have
smoother movement of traffic through it. Also, in order to resolve the bottleneck, the inflow
should be lower than the outflow (Kerner (2009)). There are several traffic control measures that
are capable of limiting the inflow to the bottleneck. Ramp metering (RM) limits the number of
vehicles entering the freeway. Similarly, variable speed limit (VSL) slows down the vehicles
approaching bottleneck, which results in reduced flow.
In a previous study by the current author, the phenomenon of capacity drop, as well as traffic
hysteresis loops, were observed at various bottlenecks on Deerfoot Trail (Arora (2016)). Figure
2-1 and Figure 2-2 represent the presence of capacity drop and traffic hysteresis for various
bottlenecks observed on Deerfoot Trail, Calgary.
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Figure 2-1: Existence of Capacity Drop at a Bottleneck Location (Deerfoot Trail) (Arora
(2016))

Figure 2-2: Existence of Hysteresis at a Bottleneck Location (Deerfoot Trail) (Arora (2016))
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Considering all of the active management controls developed, such as Ramp Metering (RM),
Variable Speed Limit (VSL), Lane Reversals and Route Guidance, only the VSL control strategy
changes the posted speed limit based on real-time traffic and weather conditions. VSL systems
have now been proven to offer considerable promise in improving the safety and mobility of
traffic flow during adverse conditions by restricting speeds.
The impact of VSL reported in most of the literature was based on theoretical assumptions.
Later, a few researchers studied the impacts based on real observations. Initially only a few
studied the effect of VSL using flow-density diagrams (H. Zackor (1991); Alessandri et al.
(1999); Lenz et al. (1999); Hegyi et al. (2005)). Hegyi (2005) explains that the activation of VSL
under critical conditions temporarily decreases the flow reaching the bottleneck. This would
occur because critical density in presence of VSL is larger than that in the absence of VSL.
Papageorgiou et al. (2008) analyzed 27 days of real-life field observations on European
highways to study the impact of VSL on aggregate behavior of traffic flow. It was found that the
critical occupancy/density was shifted to a higher value, as VSL decreased the slope of the flowoccupancy diagram corresponding to free flow traffic conditions. This enables the higher flow of
traffic, at the same occupancy values, in the case of congested traffic. It was also observed that
VSL reduces the inflow to the bottleneck location, and hence delays the activation of the
bottleneck. These findings confirmed the benefits of a VSL strategy and the scope for developing
efficient VSL control strategies to improve traffic flow. However, the results were not extensive
enough to allow comment on the impact of VSL on the capacity of a freeway, in particular
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during congestion when capacity would be most needed. Importantly, the results were not
conclusive enough to permit comment on the effect of VSL on either travel time or safety.
There have been several studies that have looked at the wide-ranging benefits of using VSL. The
UK Highways Agency, (2004) introduced VSL on the M25 freeway with signs at an interval of
one every mile. They observed a 9% decrease in collisions and a reduction in flow breakdown
and stop-and-go driving by 9% and 6% respectively. Alternatively, Bertini (2006) discusses the
impact of VSL control in reducing congestion. Results from a field test in Germany reported
significant benefits on road safety (20%-30%) compared to the effects on mobility. Van den
Hoogen (1994) reported a decrease in bottleneck speed, speed variation, and the shockwaves
during field tests, which aimed to homogenize the traffic flow on a Dutch Highway. However,
only two discrete speed limits of 70 kmph and 90 kmph were used with an update time of 1
minute.
In all of these studies, most of the authors suggested more efficient VSL control could be
developed by further investigating the safety and mobility benefits of VSL.

2.2.1 CATEGORIES OF VARIABLE SPEED LIMIT STRATEGY
VSL strategy can be broadly classified into two categories based on the nature of the control
logic used in devising the strategy; a reactive rule-based approach and a proactive approach.
Earlier versions of VSL logics were based on simple reactive approaches, which aimed to
uniformly distribute the traffic flow over a stretch of freeway, where the VSL decisions were
made as per fixed threshold values of mean speed, occupancy or traffic flow.
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However, with advancement in VSL research, newer VSL strategies use more advanced control
algorithms that work on proactive logic. In effect, the strategy tries to dynamically prevent the
bottleneck situation before it actually happens. This involves predicting the traffic conditions in
the near future and optimizing the speed limits based on an objective function of the desired
traffic flow required on the freeway. The objective function can either minimize the total travel
time, maximize the traffic flow, improve safety, reduce environmental effects or a combination
of any of these.
Reactive Rule-Based VSL Control Strategies
As previously discussed, earlier versions of VSL strategies were mainly based on fixed threshold
values of occupancy, mean speed or traffic flow. The objective of VSL logics was simple, for
example, limiting the flow entering a bottleneck area to avoid traffic breakdown. A few of the
earlier studies performed by H. Zackor (1991); Van den Hoogen (1994); Piao (2008) not only
demonstrated the effectiveness of VSL control strategies, but also how harmonizing the traffic
flow could improve safety as well. In 2003, a study by Park et al., considered both safety and
mobility in their VSL logic. Their system proposed to increase the speed limit in an uncongested
traffic zone and reduce the speed limit in a congested traffic zone (Park et al. (2003)).
However, none of these researchers could explain the effect of VSL strategy on the vehicular
throughput or how VSL could improve capacity if required. Furthermore, it has not been possible
to implement a reactive, rule-based control strategy with real-time interactions in traffic flow.
Kang et al. (2006) tried to accommodate time-varying traffic conditions by dividing the entire
day into a number of control periods and implementing VSL for each of them. The effectiveness
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of the proposed control was confirmed by micro-simulation on I-80SB freeway. This VSL
strategy was effective in accommodating time-varying flow. However, this method uses preselected traffic flow data and as a result is incapable of accommodating real-life traffic flow,
which may fluctuate anytime due to dynamic bottleneck formation, for example, in the case of an
accident.
Advanced Proactive VSL Control Strategies
To address the limitations of rule-based reactive VSL control strategies, with time, studies
investigating advanced VSL control strategies became increasingly prevalent in the literature. In
most of the reported advanced VSL control strategies, future traffic is predicted so that traffic
breakdowns can be prevented before they could even actually arise. If the traffic breakdown is
predicted within the prediction horizon, the VSL control strategy reduces the speed entering the
bottleneck area and hence attempts to resolve the shockwave formation before traffic reaches
breakdown. It is also very important to have coordination between different optimized speeds, as
a change in speed at any given location will affect the traffic conditions at other nearby locations.
Therefore, for overall better network performance, the VSL controls should be integrated. Since
the traffic conditions vary with time, optimization is repeated at regular time intervals. After each
time step, newly collected data from prevailing traffic conditions is used in the prediction
algorithm. Therefore, it is desirable to have continuous monitoring of the traffic condition.
Sensors can be used to continuously monitor the prevailing traffic conditions. Therefore, if there
is a difference between desired behaviors and actual behaviors, the strategy changes the speed so
as to have minimal deviation between the two. This closed-loop feedback approach where speed
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is optimized by predicting the future state of traffic is called Model Predictive Control (MPC).
The reliability of short-term predictions is therefore crucial for MPC based controllers.

2.2.2 TRAFFIC PREDICTION MODELS
Earlier studies used 1st order traffic state prediction models that are based on 1st order traffic
prediction model initially proposed by Lighthill et. al. (1950) and is referred to as LighthillWhitham-Richards model (LWR model). LWR model is based on 1 st order partial differential
equation for mass or vehicle conservation. The author claimed the possibility of shockwave
prediction through kinematic waves study, however, if the shockwave prediction is considered
true then vehicles crossing the shockwave has to change the speed abruptly which is physically
impossible (Daganzo (1995). Moreover, 1sr order models were not able to explain capacity drop,
hysteresis effects and traffic instabilities. Later studies adopted 2nd order traffic prediction
models, most of them extension of Payne's (1971) model. In 1971, Payne (1971) developed a 2 nd
order traffic prediction model and since then most of the traffic prediction models adopted by
other researchers are extensions of this model. Payne’s model was based on three equations; first,
the conservation of flow equation; second, the fundamental flow relationship equation; third, the
equation of speed evolution over time and space. The main difference lies in how the driver’s
desired speed has been expressed. The desired speed is a variable used in speed evolution
equation. Different fundamental speed flow relations like Greenshield, Greenberg’s exponential,
Underwood’s exponential, Pipe’s generalized models have been used in the literature for the
evolution of desired speed. Greenshield’s model consider the linear relation between speed and
density which is practically not found the field. Greenberg’s exponential model has a drawback
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that as density tends to zero, speed tends to infinity. This shows the inability of the model to
predict the speeds at lower densities. Trying to overcome the limitation of Greenberg’s model,
Underwood put forward an exponential model. This model itself has a limitation that speed
becomes zero only when density reaches infinity. Later, researchers developed higher level of
models to account for various limitations. Microscopic traffic state prediction model has been
also developed which considers individual driver’s movement. The debate on the accuracy of
prediction model rages to this day.
Alessandri (1999) used a 2nd order traffic state prediction model to determine the dynamic
behavior of traffic. They used a parameter that described the shape of the fundamental diagram
to be utilized, based on an adopted speed limit. Lenz, H., et al. (1999) also used a factor to
downscale the fundamental diagram based on the speed limit. Downscaling the fundamental
diagrams in these studies may have overestimated the effects of VSL.
Hegyi (2005) modified the METANET Model, which itself is an extension of Payne’s 2 nd order
model by Papageorgiou (1990), to introduce the effect of speed limits on desired speed,
shockwave and capacity drop; a phenomenon not explained by any prediction model used in the
previous literature. In addition, Hegyi used a simulated traffic network to show the ability of the
model to suppress and, in some cases, eliminate the effects of shockwaves, leading to safer
traffic conditions and recovering of capacity. Based on this work, Hegyi et al. (2010) proposed a
VSL control strategy known as “SPECIALIST”. This algorithm involves detecting the
shockwave formation in order to suppress them, and when tested on the A12 Dutch freeway
resolved 80% of the shockwaves. Some later studies were aimed at increasing the accuracy of
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prediction. Papageorgiou (2008) proposed a VSL strategy where the prediction model was
similar to Hegyi (2004), however, this model attempted to modify the fundamental diagram. Lu
et al. (2010) further simplified the 2nd order METANET model to avoid the use of a fundamental
diagram and furthermore, have no parameterization of speed control variables. The author
claimed that this approach would avoid the discrepancy between actual field values and
fundamental diagrams. However, this simplified METANET model was reduced to a linear
model, and actual speed was considered to be the same as the VSL value. In real life, this is
practically not achievable.
Later, Hadiuzzaman (2012) used a cell transmission model (CTM) for traffic prediction. The
author claimed that predictions based on CTM were much better than those from previously used
2nd order traffic prediction models because they took into consideration the phenomena of
capacity drop and shockwaves. The MPC approach was used in the control strategy. However,
only fixed bottleneck locations were considered for the development of the control strategy
making it less suitable for dealing with non-recurrent congestions. Moreover, as CTM was
adopted, the speed-density relation was assumed to be a linear relation which might have
resulted in inaccurate prediction.
Kattan et al (2014) developed a VSL control strategy that uses space mean speed obtained from
vehicle probes as the only input. The METANET model was used to predict the future traffic and
an MPC based strategy was used to implement the speed limits. This study indicates the
efficiency of a probe-based technique for VSL strategies. However, these kinds of control
strategies can only be used in the future when a sufficiently high number of vehicles are
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equipped with probes to adequately report real traffic conditions. This may occur sooner than
previously anticipated due to the foreseeable increase in the number of connected and
autonomous vehicles. Based on a similar idea, Bidoura et al (2016) developed a proactive VSL
control strategy to balance the trade-offs between not only mobility but also safety. Despite these
improvements, however, Bidoura used a connected vehicle environment for the control strategy,
and as noted earlier this type of control strategy can only be applied after the advancement of
connected vehicles.
In all of the prediction models used in VSL control strategies developed to date, it has been
assumed that drivers will have the same behavior throughout a given length of freeway.
Therefore, the difference in the results of VSL from field tests and those proposed from a control
strategy can be explained by the fact that driver behavior is very complex and cannot be assumed
to be the same for all of the freeway length.
The prediction models developed so far are mainly applicable when the road corridor is nearly
straight and traffic conditions are simple. In reality, the geometry of urban freeways is very
complex, with a number of lanes varying over the stretch. Moreover, on urban freeways, there
are usually many interchanges having single or multiple lanes. Therefore, it is likely that the
previous models would be unreliable to predict the “complex” traffic on freeways. In the current
study, the METANET model was modified with various approaches and the most reliable
modified METANET model is documented.
To account for complicated geometry, it was decided to have an independent METANET model
definition for each link segment. The link specific parameters will obviously be different for
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each link owing to a different geometry, speed and number of lanes for each link. However, it is
very interesting to see that the global parameters of the METANET Model, which reflect driver
behavior and the nature of traffic, are a unique set in each link. This implies that drivers in
different links behave uniquely according to the traffic flow. This will further explain the nature
of various non-recurrent bottlenecks observed on freeways.

2.2.3 COMBINED BENEFITS OF MULTIPLE CONTROL STRATEGIES
Over the past few decades, many freeway and urban traffic control measures have been
developed. For example, Ramp Metering (RM) limits the flow entering the freeway and thereby
improves the traffic conditions on the freeway itself. However, RM is only effective when the
lengths of the ramps are long enough to accommodate the traffic waiting to join the freeway.
When the length of the ramps is not sufficient then RM may result in vehicles backing up the
ramps and ultimately resulting in poor traffic flow performance on the roads adjacent to the
freeway. Therefore, benefits of RM might be limited for types of congestion that are caused by
excessive on-ramp demand. Similarly, a VSL technique, if developed efficiently, is capable of
improving mobility on the freeway by alleviating both shockwave and bottleneck formation.
Furthermore, VSL can help in recovering the lost capacity of a freeway due to shockwave
formation and active bottlenecks (Hegyi (2005), (2010); Hadiuzzaman (2012)). If the traffic flow
entering the freeway is much more than the final recovered capacity, the VSL control systems
may delay the bottleneck formation, but may not completely eliminate them. This is inevitable
due to the fact that the roadway network can only accommodate traffic up to its theoretical
capacity.
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Many recent studies have focused on a coordinated and integrated freeway control approach
because it has the capability of improving the overall network performance to a much greater
extent compared to the combined effect of controls applied independently. For example, Lu
(2010) developed an integrated VSL RM control strategy where VSL was determined before RM
and Hegyi (2005) gave equal weight to both density dynamics and speed dynamics. The latter
strategy used an MPC approach and objective functions were based on total time spent (TTS) on
both the freeway and the ramps. In a more recent study, Wang Xu (2015), combined VSL and
RM and also used weaving modeling to better represent real-life traffic.
All of the control strategies discussed so far are effective in alleviating congestion to some extent
by optimum utilization of the freeway and adjacent roads; that is recovering the freeway capacity
lost due to shockwave formation and breakdown situations and harmonizing the overall traffic
for better network performance.
The traffic on the roads have been increasing steadily, especially in urban areas. As a result, the
urban road transportation systems are facing problems related to safety, insufficient capacity,
unreliability, and environmental pollution. In most of these cases, these problems are critical
only during peak hours. The current study proposes the temporary use of hard shoulders to create
extra capacity to accommodate extra demand during adverse traffic congestion during peak hours
or to recover lost capacity due to any incident.

This strategy of using the hard shoulder

temporarily when additional capacity is needed is known in the literature as Hard Shoulder
Running (HSR), but is also referred to as peak-period shoulder lane use, or dynamic shoulder
usage. The section below reviews the literature related to HSR.
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2.2.4 IMPACT OF HARD SHOULDER RUNNING
Most of the congestion on urban freeways is due to insufficient capacity. As suggested by
Middelham (2003), if implemented carefully, dynamic management strategies such as HSR can
be extremely beneficial in alleviating congestion. The results of an experiment performed in
France involving the use of the left hard shoulder as a running lane was documented by Cohen
(2004). This study involved the use of a temporary shoulder lane to avoid bottlenecks. The
dynamic equipment, such as emergency call boxes, variable message boards, and incident
detection instruments, was installed to deal with emergency situations. The principal of changing
from 2x4 lanes with hard shoulder running to 2x5 lanes without hard shoulder was chosen. It was
found that capacity of the road was increased (by 16%), and the bottleneck was resolved. The
free flow speed remained the same, however, the average speed during peak hours increased
drastically (by 25%). Similar results were obtained for travel time. Therefore, dynamic use of the
hard shoulder is effective in reducing congestion and it was shown in this study that it is possible
to give first responders priority access to the shoulder during an emergency. Another similar
study in Germany by Riegelhuth (2007) reported a corresponding improvement in traffic flow
and releasing the hard shoulder increases the capacity of the standard three lane by 20% with a
significant reduction in accidents and congestion.
In the Netherlands, a field pilot test from three sites reported by Middelham (2003) shows
capacity increased by more than 50% (an additional lane from shoulder was available in addition
to an existing lane) and safety improved as a result of HSR. This study justified the use of
shoulder lanes as rush hour lanes by showing the improved network performance. For safety, the
author recommended the use of video monitoring, variable speed limits, and exit points. The
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Netherlands has planned to equip more than 300 km of roadways with ITS control strategies in
the coming future.
Another major field pilot test in Italy was reported by Bergmeister K. et. al. (2004). The dynamic
use of the temporary shoulder was implemented on a 125 km stretch of roadway, which included
major structure adjustments like bridges, underpasses etc., to allow for continuous hard
shoulders. The main challenge in this study was how to open and close the dynamic shoulder.
The closing and opening of shoulders was done based on segments. The speed of the traffic flow
was only the main factor used to determine the opening and closing of the shoulder lane. To
obtain information on a real-time basis, 20 loop detectors, 41 video cameras and 14 weather
sensors were used. Variable Message Signs (VMS) were used to control the speed of traffic and
to warn drivers about any severe conditions caused due to accidental and/or weather incidents.
Kellermann (2000) determined the steps necessary for temporary use of the shoulder lane in a
study carried out in Germany. Before the field implementation, Kellermann recommended a few
physical requirements, like shoulder reinforcements, additional acceleration and deceleration
lanes, an emergency stopping area, and proper drainage. The experiment observed a decrease in
congestion by 68-82%, an increase in speed by 9% and a decrease in the number of accidents by
50%. Moreover, the dynamic opening of the shoulder lane during congested traffic did not result
in any additional accidents. However, the number of lane-changing accidents increased slightly,
which can be explained by increased lane changes due to the additional lane being available.
Furthermore, the cost of road maintenance also increased fractionally.
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In all of the hard shoulder running studies discussed so far, there are some options that have not
been addressed, which could make the use of hard shoulder running even more effective. These
options are listed below:
1.

In all of the published studies, the hard shoulder running strategies are not sufficiently
adaptive to quickly detect the occurrence of recurrent congestion due to an incident on
their own. Either the shoulders are open to general traffic on a pre-set schedule, such as
only during rush hours of recurrent congestions or by traffic management center (TMC)
through video cameras for non-recurrent congestion due to incidents detected. Such
strategies are reactive; by the time, TMS recognizes the incident, the bottleneck may have
already developed.

2.

In the case of studies combining the use of VSL and HSR, when the shoulder lane is
opened, the speed limits are kept constant at a lower value for the whole stretch of road.
The speed selection logic is decided based on pre-selected threshold values of traffic
parameters. In general, there should not be a need to reduce the speed while using HSR
when there are no safety concerns with having a higher speed. Using a rule based strategy
makes the freeway capacity somewhat underutilized. Therefore, the dynamic nature of
speed limits needs to be studied while using HSR as well.

3.

In the majority of the published studies, the trigger is based on current traffic conditions,
which are ascertained from live data available from the field via traffic sensors. However,
by the time the decisions have been made by either the control strategy or TMS, the
congestion may have already developed. Therefore, there is a need to study the proactive
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approach for the HSR-VSL / HSR trigger. The control strategy developed in the current
study uses a proactive trigger for both VSL and HSR.
4.

None of the studies focused on the importance of the coordinated and integrated use of
VSL-HSR on both urban and freeway system. It is very important to study the benefits of
the network as a whole. The objective function developed in this study uses MPC based
algorithm to proactively trigger VSL and HSR. The optimum speed limits are obtained
using MPC approach in rolling horizon fashion.
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Chapter Three: METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the methodology developed in the current study to combine
pro-active integrated Variable Speed Limit (VSL) and temporary use of Dynamic Shoulder
Running (DSR). Figure 3-1 below shows a brief outline of the developed methodology.
An effective, real-time, freeway control and management system is able to maximize the
efficiency of a traffic network by responding to the dynamic and random nature of traffic on a
real-time basis. Thus, such a system has to not only capture the dynamics of the transportation
network (i.e. occurrence of congestion, traffic breakdown, incidents, etc.) but must also take
appropriate action in real time. Therefore, traffic networks have to be continuously monitored,
problems detected and predicted when possible, remedial and pro-active actions taken, and
control strategies injected into the system to fulfill a set of objectives, all in real time. As
indicated in Fig. 3.1, there is a need for 1) monitoring, 2) traffic state estimation/prediction, 3)
checking trigger conditions and 4) an optimization of the control strategy. A technique that uses
a traffic-model, based control approach, which is based on the optimization of control inputs (i.e.
VSL inputs in this case) to improve a given performance criterion over some prediction horizon
is known in the literature as Model Predictive Control (MPC).
It is assumed that there is a continuous interaction between the traffic flow in the field and the
server running the control algorithm. The control strategy works in a closed-loop fashion, with
data being updated at every time step. At each time step, the required data is collected from the
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field through magnetic detectors. After every time step, the updated data is received from the
field and simultaneously the desired controls are implemented back to the field.

Figure 3-1: Overview of Developed Control Strategy
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The processed data is used to predict the traffic in the subsequent time step using the modified
METANET model developed in this research. The predicted traffic state is checked for
congestion and/or incidents using VSL and HSR trigger algorithms. If either the VSL and/or the
HSR trigger conditions are met, the optimization is performed in the MPC-VSL-HSR controller.
In this control, optimization is performed over a prediction horizon of five or more time-steps.
The optimized control strategy for the first minute is then passed to the field to process the
desired control. This algorithm is performed in a closed-loop, rolling horizon fashion until the
congestion is resolved. If the HSR trigger is met, the hard shoulder remains open for the peak
period.
The following sections, firstly, describes the developed traffic flow prediction model and its
calibration. Secondly, it describes the implementation of a developed control algorithm for
combined VSL and temporary use of shoulder in the proactive macro-simulation environment.
The multi-criteria objective function is also discussed. Thirdly, it presents the developed trigger
function, which is capable of detecting an incident and/or congestion. At the end of this section,
a summary of the developed algorithm and methodology is discussed.

3.2 Traffic State Prediction using Macroscopic Traffic Flow Model
Many models are available to model and assess new traffic and demand management systems.
The traffic flow models are essential components for the operation of dynamic traffic control
systems as well as traffic simulations. Traffic simulations help in analyzing the potential causes
and solutions to traffic issues of congestion and safety. Depending on the level of aggregation,
these models can be broadly categorized as microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic.
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Microscopic models have the lowest level of aggregation; on the other hand, macroscopic
models have the highest level of aggregation. The mesoscopic models are intermediate, and in
between the microscopic and macroscopic models. These models are further categorized in the
Table 3-1 below:
Table 3-1: Categories of Traffic Flow Models

Macroscopic

Mesoscopic

Microscopic

Level of Aggregation

Highest

High

Lowest

Level of Detail

Lowest

Low

High

Logic

Based on continuum Gas kinetic analogy Detailed description
mechanics:
fluid where
driver’s of individual drivers
dynamic models
behavior is forcedly
considered

Since microscopic and mesoscopic models require information from individual drivers, for the
purpose of traffic prediction, they are more suitable when a continuous supply of data is
available from individual vehicles or at least probe vehicles. On the other hand, macroscopic
models are computationally efficient, as they require only aggregate data such as space mean
speed, traffic flow and/or density. Due to the on-line requirement of the real control system and
the limited availability of continuous individual vehicular data, macroscopic models are currently
more appropriate for use in Modal Predictive Control. In other words, due to the limited
availability of super computers, traffic prediction and optimization from microscopic and
mesoscopic models is a time-consuming process, which would affect the operations of an online
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control strategy. In the future the availability of connected and autonomous vehicle data might
make microscopic and mesoscopic models more suitable for traffic predictions.
Kotsialos et al. (2002) state that macroscopic models are more suitable for designing a control
system if they are of an analytical nature. Furthermore, in macroscopic models, the number of
equations does not change whether there is high or low density, as is the case with microscopic
models. This is advantageous because the set of model equations inside the Traffic Management
System (TMS) does not have to be updated for each vehicle that enters or leaves the stretch of
freeway. In this study, a macroscopic approach is used for traffic prediction. A modified
METANET model has been developed, which will be explained later in this chapter. Only traffic
prediction is performed using a macroscopic model, however, traffic simulation is performed
using micro-simulation in VISSIM simulation software.
If the interaction of flow, speed and density over space and time can be properly modelled, the
model will also be able to predict the occurrence of a traffic breakdown. The fundamental
diagram in Figure 3-2 shows equilibrium curves that are common for the interactions between
flow, density, and speed. For example, when the rush hour begins, the density is slowly
increasing along with the flow. Around the critical density, the capacity is reached; thus, beyond
this point while the flow cannot increase further, the density still increases. At this point, a
freeway control strategy (such as adaptive ramp metering, variable speed limit or enroute
guidance) is activated to keep the traffic moving. If no control scheme is used for that freeway,
and if density is higher than critical density, breakdown occurs. Breakdown is characterised with
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high density and reduced flow and speed. If, however, a freeway management scheme is able to
manipulate these quantities, it can prevent a traffic breakdown.

Figure 3-2: Greenshield’s Fundamental Diagrams of Traffic Flow

These instances of freeway control can be either responsive or predictive. The use of a reactive
strategy is significantly inferior to the use of its predictive counterpart because of the resultant
time lag. In a responsive strategy, by the time control is formulated and deployed, traffic
conditions might have changed. On the other hand, a predictive strategy allows the traffic control
centre to issue control and guidance in a pro-active fashion.
One of the most useful Model Predictive Control (MPC) for RM and VSL reported in the
literature is Modèle d’Ecoulement du Trafic Autoroutier: Network (METANET) Model
(Papageorgiou (1998), Papageorgiou et al. (2010), Kerrigan et al. (2002), Camacho et al. (2007),
García et al. (1989)). This model was first based on Payne (1979) 2 nd order model and was
selected as it offers a good trade-off between accuracy and computation time (Hegyi (2004)). In
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various studies, the model has been calibrated with respect to measurements from traffic
networks (Kotsialos (2002), Baskar (2012)). The results of these studies show that the model can
predict traffic breakdowns with good precision in size, time, and location in a reasonable
computational time. From [Baskar (2012)] it is clear that the model can also capture shockwaves
and the occurrence of capacity drop in the network, which is a great advantage.
The METANET model is one of the macroscopic traffic flow models that formulates the
relationship among traffic flow parameters like speed, density, flow etc. Although the
METANET model is used in the current study, a major difficulty in implementing a model-based
optimization control strategy is that the model parameters are difficult to calibrate. The
calibration of a traffic flow model can be seen as optimization problem by itself that minimizes
the error between a measurement from a real freeway and the simulation of the same freeway by
a model by changing the parameters of the model. To achieve this, a dataset is needed; an error
measurement is necessary; it must be clear which parameters to change; and an optimization
technique should be chosen.

3.2.1 METANET MODEL
In the METANET model, a stretch of freeway is divided into N segments (i=1,2,3,….., N) of
length Li and lanes λi, as illustrated in Figure 3-3. The progress of time is represented by t (t=kT,
T is the discrete time step duration, k is the time step). A node is placed for each major change in
the characteristics of the freeway. This can be an on-ramp, an off-ramp, a bifurcation, or even the
start of a slope. The length of these segments should theoretically be equal (Kotsialos (2002)). A
common length for the segments is 500–1300 meters (T. Bellemans (2003)). Cremert et al.
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(1981) stated that the length of the segments divided by the length of a time step of the model
should be higher than the maximum speed on the freeway. This constraint is adequately met
since the detectors are all more than 420 meters away from each other and the speed limit is 100
km/h. Time step duration, T was chosen as 10 seconds in this study.
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Segment i
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Li
qi-1
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λi

qi=ρi vi

qi

ri
Detection Segment

si

Figure 3-3: Freeway Segmentation in METANET Model.
The
equations below best describe the METANET Model mathematically (Der et al. (2011)).

Density Dynamics
Based on conservation of vehicles, the traffic density ρi(k) in vehicles per kilometer (veh/km) is
given by

 i ( k  1)   i ( k ) 

T
[ qi 1 ( k )  q i ( k )  ri ( k )  si ( k )]
Li

3-1

where q is the boundary flow between segments in vehicles per hour (veh/hr); r and s are onramps and off-ramps flow rates in vehicles per hour (veh/hr).

Desired Speed Equation
The fundamental speed density relation is usually given by the following equation:
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V [  i (k )]  v f ,i exp[

1  i (k )  i
(
)]

i

3-2

 cr ,i

where V[ρi(k)] (km/hr) represents the desired speed, ρcr is the critical density (veh/km), vf is the
free flow speed (km/hr) and αi is the link specific model parameter that defines the shape of the
FD, v(k) is the space mean speed (veh/hr) of vehicles in a link.

METANET speed equation

vi (k  1)  vi (k ) 

T



{Vi [  i (k )]  vi (k )} 

T
T  i 1 (k )   i (k )
vi (k )[vi 1 (k )  vi (k )] 
[
]
Li
Li
 i (k )  K

Relaxation term

Convection term

3-3

Anticipation term

where τ is the parameter for reaction time (sec) for response to the perception of traffic
condition, η is the anticipation parameter (km 2/hr), K is a positive constant (veh/km) for density
adjustment. METANET speed equation consists of three terms:
1) Relaxation term: This term accounts for the drivers relaxing to the desired speed. The
desired speed depends on the density of the segment.
2) Convection term: The convection means that drivers from upstream (i-1) entering
downstream segment (i) will adapt to the new speed quickly but gradually.
3) Anticipation term: This term models the behavior that drivers look ahead and estimate the
density in the downstream segment.
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Flow Density Relation
Flow density relation is given by the following equation:

qi (k )  vi (k ). i (k )

3-4

where, q is the boundary flow (veh/hr) between segments, v is the space mean speed (km/hr) and
ρ is the vehicle density (veh/km).
The parameters to be calibrated are summarized in Table 3-2 below:
Table 3-2: Ideal parameters to be calibrated in METANET Model (Van der Horst (2011)).
Symbol

Calibration Parameters

Description

Vf,i

Free flow speed (km/hr)

Link specific parameter

αi

Model parameter, represents the shape of FD

Link specific parameter

ρcr,i

Critical Density (veh/km)

Link specific parameter

τ

Driver’s reaction time (sec)

Global parameter

η

Anticipation parameter (km2/hr)

Global parameter

K

Positive constant for density (veh/km)

Global parameter

If the freeway is nearly straight with simple road geometry, the developed model by calibrating
all the parameters as shown in Table 3-1, can replicate the traffic movement over the whole
stretch of freeway. However, in reality, the geometry of urban freeways is very complex with
different horizontal curves along with the number of lanes varying over the stretch being
controlled. Moreover, in urban freeways, there are usually a lot of interchanges having single or
multiple lanes. Therefore, it is likely that the previous models would be unreliable to predict the
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“complex” traffic on freeways. In this study, the METANET model was modified with various
approaches and the most reliable modified METANET model is documented in the following
section.

3.2.2 MODIFIED METANET MODEL
The METANET Model documented in section 3.2.2 is applicable only when the road corridor is
nearly straight and traffic conditions are simple. The examined case study in this thesis is
Deerfoot Trail a freeway in Calgary Alberta and is shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Area of Study: Deerfoot Trail, Calgary
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In the case of Deerfoot Trail, the geometry of the freeway is very complex, with horizontal
curvatures and the number of lanes varying between 3 and 5 and speed limit that varies between
90 km/hr and 110 km/hr. There is also a high number of interchanges over the 46 km stretch of
Deerfoot with single or double lanes. Therefore, it is likely that the model represented in section
3.2.1 would be unreliable to predict the “complex” traffic on Deerfoot Trail.
To account for the complicated geometry of the study area, it was decided to have an
independent METANET model definition for each link segment. The link specific parameters of
equation 3.4 will obviously be different for each link owing to a different geometry, speed and
number of lanes for each link. However, the global parameters of equation 3.5, which reflect
driver behavior and the nature of traffic, are a unique set in each link. This implies that drivers
in different links behave uniquely to traffic flow in various links. This will further explain the
nature of various bottlenecks observed on complex freeways like Deerfoot Trail.
Below is the description of the modified METANET model developed:

Modified Density Dynamics

 i ( k  1)   i ( k ) 

T
[ qi 1 ( k )   i q ' i ( k )  ri ( k )  s i ( k )]
Li

3-5

If the downstream flow, qi+1(k), is free flow then flow at the intersection of segment i and i+1,
qi(k) would be the minimum of downstream capacity and traffic flow in segment i.
Similarly, if the downstream flow is congested, the flow at the intersection of segment i and i+1
would be the traffic flowing through the downstream segment.
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min {Qcap,i+1, vi(k). qi(k)},

if downstream has free flow, ρi+1(k)<Kcr, i+1

qi (k ) 

3-6
min {vi+1(k). qi+1(k), vi(k). qi(k) if downstream has congested flow, ρi+1(k)>Kcr, i+1

The flow is measured by a detector installed in between the links and doesn’t reflect the flow at
the boundaries, therefore, the newly introduced parameter μ i, in Equation 3-5, will adjust the
flow measurement to account for any irregular flow measurements from ramps. Parameter μ i
should be calibrated for each link along with the other parameters.

Modified Desired Speed Equation

V [  i (k )]  min{v f ,i exp[

1  i (k ) i
(
)] , (1   )vlim,i (k )}

i

cr ,i

3-7

A new term, (1+ϵ).vlim,i(k), has been introduced to account for the variable speed limit design,
where vlim,i(k) is variable speed limit for the link i at time step k. ϵ is the parameter constant that
reflects the level of enforcement of speed limits on the freeway.
Many studies on VSL has eliminated the use of desired speed equation, by considering the
desired speed same as the posted speed limit, to reduce the computational time (Lu (2010)).
However, this is practically not realistic due to complex driver’s nature. The equation 3-7
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evaluate the desired speed limit of a driver based on two factors: a desired speed equation which
is a function of density; and variable speed limit posted. Moreover, many studies have further
modified this desired speed equation to improve its accuracy, such as by Frejo et al. (2012).

Modified METANET speed equation

vi ( k  1)  vi (k ) 

T



i

{Vi [  i ( k )]  vi (k )} 

Relaxation term

T ( k )  i 1 ( k )   i (k )
T
vi (k )[vi 1 ( k )  vi ( k )]  i
[
]
Li
 i Li
 i (k )  K i

Convection term

ηfree

when traffic is in free flow i.e. ρi(k)<Kcr, i

ηcong

when traffic is congested i.e. ρi(k)>Kcr, i

Anticipation term

 i (k ) 
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Global parameters τ, η, K have been changed to link specific parameters τ i, ηi, Ki to account for
complex traffic flow over the freeway. Also, the anticipation parameter η is subdivided into η free
and ηcong to account for the capacity drop. In many latest studies like Der et al. (2011), density
parameter K is found to be insignificant and hence is assumed to be a constant value. In the
current study, the parameter K is considered as a link specific parameter and is found to improve
the accuracy of prediction by 1.73%.
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The new parameters to be calibrated are summarized in the table below:
Table 3-3: New parameters to be calibrated in Modified METANET Model.
Symbol

Calibration Parameters

Description

μi

Flow adjustment factor

Link specific parameter

Vf,i

Free flow speed (km/hr)

Link specific parameter

αi

Model parameter, represents the shape of FD

Link specific parameter

ρcr,i

Critical Density (veh/km)

Link specific parameter

τi

Driver’s reaction time (sec)

Link specific parameter

ηfree,i

Anticipation parameter (km2/hr) for free flow traffic

Link specific parameter

ηcong,i

Anticipation parameter (km2/hr) for congested traffic

Link specific parameter

Ki

Positive constant for density (veh/km)

Link specific parameter

3.2.3 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
Calibration of the METANET model is a nonlinear optimization problem with multiple
parameters. In the modified METANET model described in section 3.2.2, we have 8 parameters
to calibrate. These parameters are summarized in Table 3-3 above. Rest all the variables in the
equations are observed from the field or simulation using loop detectors. Calibration of 8
parameters in the defined nonlinear function makes the process very complex and unreliable.
Therefore, to reduce the complexity, the whole calibration process was divided into three steps.
The calibration procedure for the modified METANET Model has been described briefly in
Figure 3-5 below and is followed by a detailed procedure.
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Traffic Data from Field / VISSIM Simulation

Step 1: Calibrating Adjustment Parameter μ i
1. Predicting traffic density from modified density dynamic equation
T
 i (k  1)   i (k )  [qi 1 (k )   i q ' i (k )  ri (k )  s i (k )]
Li
2. Minimizing error function:
E1  i  

 
K

k 1

2

m
i

(k )   i (k |  i )



3. First optimized parameter set [μi]

Step 2: Estimating Free flow speed (km/hr), Vf,i; Model (shape of FD) parameter, αi;
Critical Density (veh/km), ρcr,i
1. Predicting desired speed from modified speed density relation:
1  (k )
V [ i (k )]  min{v f ,i exp[ ( i )]i , (1   )vlim,i (k )}

 i  cr ,i

2. Minimizing error function:
E 2 v f ,i ,  cr ,i , i  

2

K

 v (k )  V (  (k )
k 1

i

i

i

3. Second optimized parameter set [Vf,i , αi , ρcr,i]

Step 3: Estimate anticipation parameters (ηfree,i, ηcong,i), τ and density constant (Ki)
1. Predicting speed from modified METANT Equation:
T ( k )  i 1 ( k )   i (k )
T
T
vi ( k  1)  vi (k )  {Vi [  i ( k )]  vi (k )}  vi (k )[vi 1 ( k )  vi ( k )]  i
[
]
i
Li
 i Li
 i (k )  K i
2. Minimizing error function:

E3 ( free,i , cong ,i , K i ) 

K

 [v
k 1

m
i

(k ) vi (k )]2

3. Second optimized parameter set [τ, ηfree,i, ηcong,i , Ki]
Figure 3-5: Calibration Procedure for Modified
45 METANET Model

The three steps to calibrate the modified METANET model is as follows:
(a) Estimating flow adjustment parameter, μi, by minimizing the prediction error of density
obtained from equation 3-5.
E1  i  

 
N

K

i 1 k 1

2

m
i

(k )   i (k |  i )
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where E1(μi) is the error term to be minimized for parameter μi, ρim(k) is measured
density from field or simulation and ρi(k|µi) is the density estimated from modified
density dynamics (Equation 3-5). ‘i’ represents the segment counter of N segments and
‘k’ represents the time step.

(b) Estimating Free flow speed (km/hr),

Vf,i; Model (shape of FD) parameter, αi; Critical

Density (veh/km), ρcr,i by minimizing the prediction error of desired speed from equation
3-7 compared to actual measured speed on the road segment.
E 2 v f ,i ,  cr ,i ,  i  

N

2

K

 v (k )  V (  (k )
i 1 k 1

i

i

i
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where E1(μi) is the error term to be minimized for parameters Vf,i, αi and ρcr,I, vi(k) is the
measured speed from field or simulations and Vi(ρi(k)) is the desired speed obtained from
fundamental speed density relation (Equation 3-6). ‘i’ represents the segment counter of
N segments and ‘k’ represents the time step.
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(c) Estimate anticipation parameters (ηfree,i, ηcong,i), τ and density constant (Ki) by minimizing
the prediction error of actual speed obtained from equation 3-8 compared to actual
measured speed on the road.

E 3 ( , free,i , cong ,i , K i ) 

N

K

 [v
i 1 k 1

m
i

(k )  v i (k )]2

3-11

where, E3(ηfree,i, ηcong,i,Ki) is the error term to be minimized for parameters ηfree,i, ηcong,i
and Ki. vim(k) is the measured speed from the field or simulations and vi(k) is the speed
estimated from modified METANET speed relation (Equation 3-8). ‘i’ represents the
segment counter of N segments and ‘k’ represents the time step.

3.3 Implementation of Variable Speed Limit (VSL) Algorithm
In the present study, it has been assumed that data is available from loop detectors installed on
road segments and, on and off ramps. This data is processed to obtain space mean speed, flow
and density. These values can be estimated from the impulse counts of loop detectors and the
estimation method will not be described here. A multi-objective function has been developed that
can be optimized to improve traffic condition while also targeting the sustainability benefits of
the VSL algorithm. Formulation of the multi-objective function is described in the subsection
below.
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3.3.1 MULTI-OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The benefits for which VSL is adopted include improved traffic safety, traffic homogenization
and reduced emissions. Many studies discussed in the Literature Review (Chapter 2) indicate that
VSL could be used to reduce travel time as well.

A robust algorithm is required, which

maximizes the capacity and reduces the total travel time while improving safety and reducing
emissions. In short, the objective function should aim to improve the overall network
performance. The objective function adopted will minimize the Total Travel Time (TTT) and
maximize the Total Travel Distance (TTD).

 1 

TTT  T  i Li  i (k )

3-12

k 1 i 1

 1 

TTD  T  i Li i (k ) i (k )

3-13

k 1 i 1

where, ‘i’ represents the segment counter of N segments, ‘k’ represents the time step k th step of
prediction horizon H. λi is the number of lanes and Li is the length of ith segment. vi(k) is the
speed and ρi(k) is the density estimated from the modified METANET model.
Technically, TTT indicates the weighted sum of the density of all links. Reducing only TTT
would force the optimization function to choose lower speed limits at the entry locations on
freeway to decrease density on stretch of road considered in the objective function. This would
result in less throughput, though reducing TTT would still be beneficial for the overall network
performance. In the case of extreme congestion or in the case of an incident, this algorithm might
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not be beneficial, as it will try to shift the congestion to other areas. Therefore, in the objective
function, a component to maximize TTD is added. Technically, TTD represents the freeway
throughput in total veh-km.

 1 

TTD  T  i Li i (k ) i (k )

3-13

k 1 i 1

In this way, the objective function will minimize the TTT while increasing the TTD. The
combination of these two components on objective function will try to optimize the speed in
such a way that the traffic is homogenized while total travel time is reduced, and traffic
throughput is maximized. This will eventually result in increased safety and reduced emissions.
The safety and emission benefits of the developed management control were studied through
different models and are discussed later in this chapter. The factors,  TTT and  TTD , are used in
the objective function for normalizing and also as a weight factors to set the desired priority for
TTT and TTD.

 1 

Dobj  T  i Li  TTT i  i (k )   TTD i (k ) i (k )

3-14

k 1 i 1

where H is the prediction horizon from the MPC Controller. The optimization is conducted over
5 minutes prediction horizon in a rolling horizon fashion. The desired speed within the VSL
environment is obtained every minute and is passed on to digital speed signals. Several
constraints for traffic safety, driver acceptance and traffic flow characteristics were included in
the optimization function (Khondaker et al. (2015)). The following constraints were used for
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objective function Dobj to account for additional traffic safety, driver acceptance and traffic flow
characteristics.
Constraints to ensure the safety of the drivers:
1. The difference between speed limits displayed between two consecutive time steps on
variable message sign cannot exceed 10 km/h, i.e.

 opt (t  1)   opt (t )  10

3-15

2. At any time step, the speed difference between two consecutive variable message signs
could not exceed 10 km/h, i.e.

 opt ,vms (i 1) (t )   opt ,vms (i ) (t )  10
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3. The speed limit should be the multiple of 10km/hr for easy readability of the drivers.
These constraints avoid sudden changes in variable speed limits which could be very dangerous
and results in shockwaves.
The constraints for traffic flow characteristics:
1. Upper limit on maximum speed limit, i.e.

 i (k )  110km / h

3-17

2. Lower Limit on maximum speed limit, i.e.

 i (k )  60km / h

3-18
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Constraint to model Driver’s Compliance:
For modeling driver’s compliance, in this research, desired speed distribution curves have been
assigned for each vehicle class in VISSIM. The compliance rate is stochastic and follows a
distribution that is a modeled function of a posted speed limit. For a higher posted speed limit,
the compliance rate is higher and for lower posted speed limit the compliance rate is lower (PTV
Vision, 2011). This will reflect the realistic behavior of drivers on the freeway.
Also, the compliance rate is modeled in the optimization algorithm to make sure that the posted
speed limit is based on driver’s behavior. An extra parameter has been added in modified
METANET

Model.

The

V [  i (k )]  min{v f ,i exp[

parameter

Ɛ

has

been

introduced

1  i (k ) i
(
)] , (1   )vlim,i (k )}

i

 cr ,i

in

the

Equation
3-7

which can also be considered as the level of speed enforcement.

3.3.2 PROACTIVE VSL TRIGGER
It is essential to set the trigger condition to ensure that VSL control doesn’t create any negative
impact on the network performance. Unnecessary VSL initiation in congested traffic may result
in an increase in travel time and consequently unnecessary delays. Therefore, a trigger condition
for coordinated VSL system is developed that can justify the initiation of VSL. Also, the VSL
trigger should be proactive so that necessary steps can be taken to avoid a bottleneck. As per
proactive VSL trigger algorithm developed, two conditions must be satisfied:
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1. The average speed differential from prediction horizon should be enough to justify the
bottleneck situation. In other words, if the difference between the average speed of any
two-consecutive sections, over a one-minute predicted traffic horizon, is more than 10
km/h then that location would be considered to be a predicted candidate for an active
bottleneck, i.e.

 i (k )   i 1 (k )  10

3-19

2. The bottleneck should be adverse enough that it might affect the network performance. In
other words, if traffic is congested in more than or equal to two locations then the
bottleneck can’t be ignored, i.e.

 i (k )   cr ,i (k )

3-20

If above inequality is true in more than two locations, then the condition is satisfied.

3.4 Implementation of Hard Shoulder Running (HSR) Algorithm
According to past studies, Variable Speed Limits (VSL) control strategies have proven to be
beneficial for overall network performance. However, many studies have argued that the benefits
are worthwhile only if the flow is near to the capacity of the road. When traffic in flow is well
beyond the capacity of the road, the VSL strategies have fewer benefits. In North America,
traffic congestion is observed mainly during morning and evening peak hours. In metropolitan
areas, the demand flow is well beyond the capacity of the highways. Therefore, there is a need to
temporarily increase the capacity of highways to accommodate the traffic during peak hours.
Also, during off-peak hours, the traffic flow is well below the capacity of the road. Therefore,
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constructing new lanes is not a sustainable solution to accommodate this increasing demand for
capacity. Temporary use of hard shoulders also referred to as Hard Shoulder Running would
provide additional capacity during those peak hours without major infrastructure expansion
requirements. However, the main purpose of shoulder lanes is to serve emergency vehicles
during emergency situations. In order to preserve this purpose at all the times, an efficient
control strategy is developed that provides the use of shoulder lanes only when required and can
empty the shoulder lanes efficiently during emergency situations. Overhead digital signals need
to be installed for shoulder lanes to display the on-off state and the maximum speed of the
shoulder lane. For safety reasons, at any time, the speed of shoulder lane is kept the same as the
speed of other adjacent lanes.

3.4.1 PROACTIVE HSR TRIGGER
Hard shoulder lanes are used only when the traffic inflow is well beyond the capacity of road and
the VSL control strategy alone might not be sufficient to accommodate this increased flow. As
per the proactive HSR trigger algorithm developed, the following conditions must be satisfied:
1. VSL control strategy is already active for at least 5 minutes.
2. Presence of multiple bottlenecks. This threshold for the number of bottlenecks depends
on the type of freeway and its geometry. In our case study (Chapter 4), the optimum
number of bottlenecks for best performance of HSR is 4. Therefore, if below condition is
true for more than four locations then HSR should be triggered.

 i (k )   cr ,i (k )

3-20
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In an ideal situation, i.e. when there is no emergency, the HSR should be closed only when there
is no bottleneck condition left on the freeway. In the case of an emergency, the HSR should be
closed only segment by segment starting from the downstream to upstream segments. It has been
found that the shoulders can be emptied in less than a minute. The HSR should be closed only
when there is no more active bottleneck condition left on the freeway during the VSL operation.
More study is required to safely close the shoulder lanes during an emergency. Figure 3-6 shows
the flowchart of an algorithm developed for VSL HSR control strategy.
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Figure 3-6: Flowchart of VSL HSR Algorithm
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If VSL Trigger is Active

Step 1: Get Initial State
Repeat every time step in
rolling horizon fashion

1. Flow
2. Speed
3. Density

Step 2: Estimate Traffic Prediction
for Prediction Horizon H
Traffic Prediction using Modified
METANET Model for the period of
prediction horizon H

Step 3: Calculate and Optimize Objective Function
1. Calculate total travel time for predicted time H
 1 

TTT  T  i Li  i (k )
k 1 i 1

2. Calculate total travel distance for predicted time H
 1 

TTD  T  i Li i (k ) i (k )
k 1 i 1

3. Optimize the objective function
 1 

Dobj  T  i Li  TTT i i (k )   TTD i (k ) i (k )
k 1 i 1

Figure 3-7: Flowchart of VSL Optimization Process
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3.5 VISSIM COM – MATLAB – Excel VBA Interface
To study the advanced traffic control strategy developed, the VISSIM COM (Component Object
Model) interface was used. Through VISSIM COM, the attributes of most of the internal objects
can be manipulated dynamically. The MPC Control to predict the traffic in rolling horizon
fashion and the algorithms for the optimization of posted speeds are coded in MATLAB with its
Global Optimization Toolbox feature. To create an integrated and flawless data exchange
between VISSIM and MATLAB, Excel Visual Basics for Application (VBA) is used as a bridge.
It facilitates the easy and continuous transfer of live data between MATLAB and VISSIM.
Hence, while the simulation is still running in VISSIM, live data is available to MATLAB
through VBA interface, where the traffic prediction and optimization are performed. The
optimized values of speed and future traffic conditions are continuously sent to VBA to take
necessary actions in the live VISSIM simulation dynamically. This workflow in VISSIM COM –
MATLAB – Excel VBA interface is shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8: Workflow of VISSIM COM – MATLAB – Excel VBA Interface
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3.6 Safety Analysis with Surrogate Safety Assessment Model (SSAM)
Analysis of crash data from police reports is used to evaluate the safety of transportation
facilities, in particular freeways, intersections and interchanges amongst others. However, this
information is not frequently recorded as a result it is infrequent and random in nature. Hence,
this process is at best very slow or at worst impossible to undertake and so cannot be used
reliably to inform roadway design or traffic control remedies. Moreover, this information cannot
be used to evaluate the safety of roadway design or traffic control strategies that have yet to be
applied in the field.
The trajectory files from traffic simulation software like VISSIM can be evaluated for safety by
the Surrogate Safety Assessment Model (SSAM) application available from the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA). SSAM analyzes vehicle-to-vehicle interactions to identify
conflict events and catalogues all events found. For each such event, SSAM also calculates
several surrogate safety measures, including the following:


Minimum time-to-collision (TTC).



Minimum post-encroachment (PET).



Initial deceleration rate (DR).



Maximum deceleration rate (MaxD).



Maximum speed (MaxS).



Maximum speed differential (DeltaS).



Classification as lane-change, rear-end, or path-crossing event type.



Vehicle velocity change had the event proceeded to a crash (DeltaV).
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In this research, the safety benefits of the developed control strategy have been evaluated and are
documented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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Chapter Four: A CASE STUDY ON DEERFOOT TRAIL

4.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the application, performance and implementation of the developed VSLHSR algorithm on Highway 2 (Deerfoot Trail); a synthesized real-life network in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada. The Deerfoot Trail and the network of surrounding roads was coded and
calibrated in VISSIM traffic simulation software. Various congestion scenarios were examined
to qualify the performance and reliability of the developed VSL-HSR control. The results from
this research confirm that VSL or VSL-HSR control strategies can have significant contribution
in avoiding breakdown conditions and thus relieving traffic congestion.

4.2 Site Description: Deerfoot Trail, Calgary
Deerfoot Trail NE is a freeway section of the Queen Elizabeth Highway in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada. Deerfoot Trail stretches for 50 km. It is Alberta’s busiest highway with traffic volume
ranging between 27,000 and 158,000 vehicles per day depending on the location. The majority of
Deerfoot Trail is six lanes, with few four, eight and ten-lane sections. The posted speed limit is
100km/h in some areas and 110km/h in others. Initially, the freeway was designed to carry
approximately 65,000 vehicles per day but as of 2015 carries almost triple that volume near
Memorial Drive (Rumbolt (2016)). The excessive volume of traffic on Deerfoot Trail is a
contributing factor to the 10,000 collisions recorded between 2002 and 2007, including 24
fatalities (Herald (2007)).
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To evaluate the performance of the VSL-HSR algorithm, VISSIM model is coded for Deerfoot
Trail. To reflect the real-life behavior of traffic, the model is calibrated using traffic counts and
travel

time

data

available

from

Alberta

Transportation

(https://www.transportation.alberta.ca/3459.htm). The section of Deerfoot Trail studied starts
from 96th Ave in the north of the Calgary and up to 17th Ave in the south. The interchanges
included in the study are 96th Ave NE, Beddington Trail NE, 64th Ave NE, McKnight Boulevard
NE, 32 Ave NE, 16th Ave NE, Memorial Drive NE, and 17th Ave SE. The total length of the
freeway studied is 16 km. For the purpose of calibrating the macroscopic traffic flow model and
implementing a VSL-HSR control strategy, the freeway section was divided into 15 segments
with an average length of 1 km. The length of segments varies from 400 m to 1300 m depending
on geometric conditions. All the segments are described in Table 4-1 below.
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Table 4-1: Description of Links / Segments on Southbound Deerfoot Trail

Segment

Description

Length

No.

Number of
Lanes

1

Deerfoot Trail & 96th Avenue

1379 m

3

2

Deerfoot Trail between 96th Ave & Beddington Trail

1776 m

3

3

Deerfoot Trail between Beddington Trail & 64th Ave

522 m

5

4

Deerfoot Trail & 64th Ave

1007 m

4

5

Deerfoot Trail between 64th Ave & McKnight Blvd

431 m

5

6

Deerfoot Trail & McKnight Blvd 1

410 m

4

7

Deerfoot Trail & McKnight Blvd 2

1084 m

3

8

Deerfoot Trail & 32nd Ave

1396 m

4

9

Deerfoot Trail between 32nd Ave & 16th Ave

1048

4

10

Deerfoot Trail & 16th Ave

782 m

3

11

Deerfoot Trail between 16th Ave & Memorial Drive

1013 m

4

12

Deerfoot Trail & Memorial Drive

1133 m

3

13

Deerfoot Trail between Memorial Drive & 17th Ave

381 m

3

14

Deerfoot Trail & 17th Ave

1468 m

3

15

Deerfoot Trail between 17th Ave & Peigan Trail

914 m

4
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4.3 Development of VISSIM Model for Deerfoot Trail
Compared to analytical models, microsimulation models such as VISSIM have several additional
advantages such as the realistic representation of vehicle arrival and departures, driver behaviors
and so forth. In addition, VISSIM has the ability to study queues and delays, and more accurately
estimate travel time, fuel consumptions and emissions. However, it is essential to calibrate the
model based on field data so that model can effectively reproduce real-world operations. This
calibration can be broadly classified as system calibration and operational calibration. The
following sub-sections provide an overview of the setup, and the system and operational
calibration process of the Deerfoot VISSIM Model.

4.3.1 VISSIM ROAD NETWORK
The study area on Deerfoot Trail includes eight interchanges, and starts from 96 th Avenue in the
north of the city continuing to 17th Ave in the south. The freeway was divided into 15
segments/links as outlined in Table 4-1 and the layout of the road network is shown in Figure
4-1. The whole network was coded on VISSIM. The details about the network parameters and
their calibration are summarised in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 4-1: Area of Study: Deerfoot Trail VISSIM Network Snapshot
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4.3.2 SYSTEM CALIBRATION
The calibration at the stage of coding the network can be referred to as system calibration. The
main aim is to verify all model operations based on the assumptions. System-level calibration
parameters include information about vehicle route decisions, traffic demand inputs, traffic
compositions, study area boundaries and temporal distribution of demand and routing.

In

addition, other information such as speed distribution, road geometry characteristics, conflict
areas, ramp metering timing, should also be checked for consistency. Some of the system
calibration parameters have been discussed below:

Volume and Routing Inputs
Vehicle inputs in VISSIM refer to traffic demand, which may be obtained from counts from field
surveys or a regional traffic demand model. The calibration of route choice parameters also plays
an important role where a model has multiple paths from single origin to a destination. Vehicular
composition (i.e., relative percentage of cars, trucks, HOV, buses) can also have a large impact
on the overall traffic operations of a simulation model. Therefore, the traffic composition should
also be investigated properly while coding the VISSIM Model. Similar to vehicle inputs, the
sources of route choice and traffic composition can be from field surveys or regional traffic
demand models.
In the current study, the traffic demand was obtained from traffic counts measured from
Automated Traffic Recorders (ATR). ATRs are owned by Alberta Transportation (AT) and
traffic counts are publicly available on the AT website. The ATR provides hourly counts of
traffic from the locations where the ATRs are installed. In addition to this, Turning Movement
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Reports at various intersections are available on the AT website. The turning movement reports
provide Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT), 100th Highest Hourly Traffic for both AM and
PM peak hour and turning movement diagrams for AM, PM and average daily traffic. Useful
information on the vehicle composition data is also available in these reports. The typical turning
movement diagram is shown in Figure 4-2 below.

Figure 4-2: Sample Turning Movement Summary Diagram from Memorial Drive &
Deerfoot Trail Interchange (2016 AM Peak 100th Highest Hour Estimate)
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In order to evaluate the benefits of the control strategy during the time when traffic condition
changes from uncongested to congested state, the traffic demand was induced in 3 stages as
shown in Table 4-2 below:
Table 4-2: Vehicle Input

Simulation Time (seconds)

Fraction of Peak Hour Demand (%)

0-1800

50%

1800-3600

75%

3600-14400

100%

Link and Connector Parameters
The link/connector parameters were calibrated in such a way that vehicles follow desired routes.
For example, the lane changing distances of the connectors at the ramp exit and entry were
changed from 200 m to higher values which are based on real-road, overhead, message signs.
This helps the VISSIM model to reflect real-life traffic on Deerfoot. Also, the ‘Link Behavior
Type’ was chosen as ‘Freeway (free lane selection)’ for Deerfoot Trail and its ramps, whereas
Urban (motorized) was chosen for roads near signalized intersections which are grade separated
from Deerfoot Trail.

Conflict Area Parameters
For modeling the right of way of vehicles, Conflict Areas were used rather than Priority Rules as
they are easier to edit, are displayed automatically. In some cases, Priority Rules were used
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instead of Conflict Areas and the selection was decided based upon visual observation and
running the simulation for an extended period of time.

Reduced Speed Area Parameters
Reduced Speed Areas were used in order to slow down the vehicles near reduced speed locations
like ramp approaches, signal approaches and turns in the intersections. The values used were
based on warning speed signs at approaches and standard values used in other cases. In addition,
separate speed distributions were used for different vehicle classes.

Traffic Signals at Grade Separated Intersections
The traffic signals at grade-separated intersections play a very important role in deciding the
traffic volume entering and exiting the freeway via ramps. Therefore, it is very important to
design the signal controllers as per real-life signals. The signal data was obtained from City of
Calgary’s Traffic Management Centre and similar actuated signals were designed for the
VISSIM Model.

4.3.3 OPERATIONAL CALIBRATION
The characteristics of a driver’s behavior in VISSIM are controlled by operational calibration
parameters. These parameters play an important role in calibrating travel time and the capacity of
the freeway at mainline segments, merges, diverges or weaving sections. Car following behavior,
lane change behavior and lane changing distances are examples of operational calibration.
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There is an option to choose default values for operational behavior in VISSIM, and the default
values for North American studies are accurate most of the time and can efficiently replicate the
real traffic patterns on freeways. This can be confirmed by comparing the capacity and travel
time values with field data. Should it arise that the default values do not match with those from
the field, they can be altered so as to achieve the desired behavior.

Car following behavior
VISSIM uses the Wiedemann Car Following Model for the simulation. However, a user-defined
car following model can also be used. As per the Wiedmann model, a vehicle can be in one of
the four states of car following i.e. freeflow, following, approaching, or braking. The state of the
vehicle depends on the speed differential and distance headway. Full details about this model are
described in R Wiedemann (1974).
In 1999, the Wiedemann model, which was originally published in 1974, was updated to provide
the car following characteristics in VISSIM, and is referred to as the Wiedemann 99 CarFollowing Model. It consists of ten calibration parameters labeled with the prefix ‘CC’.
Description and default values for each of the CC parameters of the Wiedemann 99 CarFollowing Model are presented in Table below:
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Table 4-3: Wiedemann 99 Parameters

Category
Thresholds
for Dx

VISSIM Description
Code
CC0

CC1

CC2

CC3

Thresholds
for Dv

CC4

CC5

CC6

Acceleration
Rates

CC7

CC8

CC9

Default Value

Standstill distance:
Desired distance between lead and
following vehicle at v = 0 mph
Headway Time:
Desired time in seconds between lead
and following vehicle
Following Variation:
Additional distance over safety distance
that a vehicle requires
Threshold for Entering ‘Following’ State:
Time in seconds before a vehicle starts
to decelerate to reach safety distance
(negative)
Negative ‘Following’ Threshold:
Specifies variation in speed between
lead and following vehicle
Positive ‘Following Threshold’:
Specifies variation in speed between
lead and following vehicle
Speed Dependency of Oscillation:
Influence of distance on speed
oscillation
Oscillation Acceleration:
Acceleration during the oscillation
process
Standstill Acceleration:
Desired acceleration starting from
standstill
Acceleration at 50 mph:
Desired acceleration at 50 mph

Source: PTV VISSIM Manual
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4.92 ft

0.90 sec

13.12 ft

-8.00 sec

0.35 ft/s

0.35 ft/s

11.44

0.82 ft/s2

11.48 ft/s2

4.92 ft/s2

A study performed by Tony Woody (2006) examined the sensitivity analysis of CC parameters
on freeways. As per this study, for mainline freeway sections, the capacity and travel time is
sensitive to CC0, CC2 and CC3. In this case study, when default values of the operational
calibration parameters were used, the travel time values measured from VISSIM matched with
peak hour travel time values from google traffic with more than 90% accuracy. Therefore,
default values of operational calibration parameters were used.

4.4 Calibration of Modified METANET Model for Deerfoot Trail
The VSL-HSR control strategy developed in the current study requires the traffic state prediction
to proactively act and to implement the optimized control strategy. The Modified METANET
Model is used for traffic state prediction in the developed control algorithm and its calibration
procedure was described in Chapter three. The calibration of METANET model was performed
for each segment/links of Deerfoot Trail, as described in Table 4-1. To gather data for speed,
flow and density for each segment and the corresponding on and off-ramps, loop detectors were
placed at the desired locations. The calibration was done in stages as per the procedure is shown
in Figure 3-5. The Global Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB was used to minimize the error
during calibration. The calibrated parameter values for all segments of the freeway are shown in
Table 4-4. The comparison of prediction efficiency between modified METANET model and
existing METANET Model is shown in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-4: Calibrated Parameters for Modified METANET Model for Deerfoot Trail

Calibrated Parameters of Modified METANET Model (Deerfoot Trail)
Parameter μi
Segment
1
0.91

Vf,i

αi

ρcr,i

τi

ηfree,i

ηcong,i

Ki

113.64

1.66

97.43

11.18

19.89

48.52

391.22

2

0.99

139.86

1.13

102.70

12.20

16.48

41.37

397.38

3

1.01

139.39

0.98

183.49

12.20

10.00

23.10

399.49

4

1.00

131.38

1.19

148.51

12.20

11.88

25.19

311.89

5

1.12

114.44

1.40

166.23

12.10

10.00

25.80

396.94

6

0.88

111.78

1.19

162.85

12.20

10.00

19.70

397.73

7

0.99

137.23

1.30

109.00

12.15

10.00

18.80

348.96

8

0.96

127.01

1.16

138.02

12.20

10.95

23.00

380.57

9

0.94

130.25

1.19

138.85

12.20

20.35

52.51

394.71

10

1.11

115.84

1.55

114.40

12.20

10.09

20.68

381.93

11

1.00

116.36

1.51

139.75

12.19

10.09

19.08

391.02

12

0.98

127.66

1.09

116.96

12.19

10.00

19.79

399.99

13

1.01

90.02

1.46

205.76

12.18

19.03

46.28

302.71

14

0.98

106.06

1.55

282.28

12.02

10.03

23.61

314.31

15

1.00

104.98

3.73

115.87

12.00

11.54

24.77

376.99
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Table 4-5: Normalized Root Mean Square Error (METANET Model Calibration Vs.
Modified METANET Model Calibration)

METANET Model

Modified METANET Model

Density Dynamics

9.43%

4.33%

Desired Speed Equation

13.84%

7.12%

METANET Speed Equation

17.97%

9.24%

4.4.1 CALIBRATION RESULTS
As previously discussed, the Modified METANET Model, when calibrated, is able to predict the
traffic (density and speed) for the near future, which allows the necessary control strategies to be
implemented proactively. To confirm the accuracy of the prediction model, a comparison of the
density and speed timelines from measured data and predicted data have been plotted for each
segment. Figure 4-3, Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 shows the density timeline for
segments 2 to 15. Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 show the speed timeline for
segments 2 to 15. The calibrated model was able to predict the density and speed at all segments
with an accuracy of more than 90%. From Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-10 it can be clearly seen that
the Modified METANET model is able to effectively predict the data in the near future, and
hence, can be used in defining the proactive nature of the control strategy.
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Figure 4-3: Density Timeline (Measured Data & Prediction Data) for Segment 2, 3, 4 and 5
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Figure 4-4: Density Timeline (Measured Data & Prediction Data) for Segment 6, 7, 8 and 9
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Figure 4-5: Density Timeline (Measured Data & Prediction Data) for Segment 10, 11, 12
and 13
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Figure 4-6: Density Timeline (Measured Data & Prediction Data) for Segment 14 and 15
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Figure 4-7: Speed Timeline (Measured Data & Prediction Data) for Segment 2, 3, 4 and 5
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Figure 4-8: Speed Timeline (Measured Data & Prediction Data) for Segment 6, 7, 8 and 9
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Figure 4-9: Speed Timeline (Measured Data & Prediction Data) for Segment 10, 11, 12 and
13
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Figure 4-10: Speed Timeline (Measured Data & Prediction Data) for Segment 14 and 15

4.5 Variable Speed Limit Signs and Algorithm
4.5.1 VARIABLE SPEED LIMIT DISPLAY SIGNS
The road segments shown in Table 4-1 were divided in such a way that they have uniform
network characteristics. Each segment has its own Modified METANET calibration parameters.
It is assumed that drivers in a segment will have similar behaviors. Also, the driver behavior in
one segment will be different from driver behavior in another segment. Therefore, the posted
speed limits were assumed to be different for each section. Fifteen different digital speed boards
were used. This can be done in VISSIM with desired speed limit controllers. The posted speed
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limit through digital signs can be updated every minute. While positioning the desired speed
controllers on the freeway, the following conditions were fulfilled:
1. Speed limit signs required near the on-ramps, the display signs should be at some distance
downstream of the on-ramps, so as to provide posted speed information to the traffic joining
the freeway from the on-ramps.
2. Speed limit signs required near the off-ramps, the display signs should also be placed just
after the off-ramp to avoid sudden speed changes for the exiting traffic.
3. Lane reduction display signs should be placed so that vehicle can safely change the lanes.
4. In the case of Deerfoot Trail, the positions of existing display signs were also taken into
consideration which will make it easy for trial runs in future.

4.5.2 LOOP DETECTORS
Since the posted speeds can be changed every minute, the minimum frequency of data supplied
from the loop detectors should be every minute. The loop detectors are placed on each lane of the
on and off-ramps, and the entry and exit points of the link segments. The data collected from the
detectors are then processed in VBA scripts to make them usable for the control strategy. Speed
and density values are calculated for each of the on-ramps, off-ramps, and segments and this data
is then used by the algorithm for traffic prediction and optimization.

4.5.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VSL ALGORITHM
The VSL comes into effect when it is triggered proactively. The VSL strategy predicts the traffic
for the subsequent next minute and if the VSL trigger conditions are satisfied for the predicted
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time, VSL comes into effect and the multi-objective function for speed optimization is called.
This model-predictive, control-based, multi-objective function is also explained in Chapter 3.
The prediction horizon used for optimization is 5 minutes. This means that once the VSL is
triggered, the control strategy predicts the traffic for the next 5 minutes and optimizes the desired
speed limits for each segment. This posted speed limit is then conveyed to the drivers through
digital signs. This MPC-based VSL optimization is performed every one minute in rolling
horizon fashion. The snapshot of the VBA interface is shown in Figure 4-11. This VBAMATLAB-VISSIM Interface is explained in Chapter 3.

Figure 4-11: VBA Interface

4.6 Hard Shoulder Running
The stretch of the Deerfoot Trail freeway under study has wide shoulders and wide unpaved
grassy medians. Therefore, considering the ease of widening and implementation the left lane
shoulders were chosen for Hard Shoulder Running (HSR). The characteristics of HSR Lanes are
as follow:
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1. It is assumed that the pavement characteristics for shoulder lanes are same as other lanes.
2. It is assumed that the shoulder lanes are paved for the studied stretch of freeway.
3. The shoulder lanes are opened to general traffic only when the HSR trigger is satisfied.
4. The display signs used to convey the status of the shoulder lanes and the posted speed are
displayed using the similar variable message boards used in VSL. The position of the signs
should be same for both VSL and HSR i.e. overhead message signs with information about
each lane.
5. The developed algorithm is currently tested for uniform speeds laterally and hence the speed
of the shoulder lanes, if opened to the general traffic, is kept the same as the permissible
speeds on the other lanes.
6. Currently, the study is limited to opening all of the shoulders at a time. Therefore, if the
HSR trigger were satisfied, all the shoulder lanes would be open for general traffic.
7. Although all the shoulders are opened when the HSR trigger occurs, it is possible to close
any shoulder lane of a segment manually if required.
8. During off-peak hours when shoulder lanes need to be closed, it is advisable to close the
shoulder lanes one by one so that vehicles can change lanes safely and comfortably.

4.7 VISSIM Simulation
4.7.1 VISSIM SIMULATIONS TO REFINE MULTI-OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
A few characteristics of the algorithm developed, such as an objective function to optimize speed
limits, trigger algorithm can only be tested by running multiple simulations. Once the VISSIM
setup was established different runs were performed to evaluate the benefits of the control
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strategy developed.

Therefore, different scenarios were developed, and simulations were

performed for an extended period of time to develop the control strategy in stages. Some of the
characteristics that were developed and tested by running staged simulations are as follows:

Parameters used in objective function
The factors,  TTT and  TTD used in objective functions for normalization as well as to set the
priorities for TTT and TTD, should be optimal to get the best overall network performance.
Multiple simulations were performed to get the near best value for these parameters to have
optimal priorities for TTT and TTD. In this case study, the better results were observed when
equal weightage was given to both TTT and TTD. Therefore, the parameters were set only to
normalize TTT and TTD. Hence, for consistency,  TTD is assumed to be unitless and  TTT has a
unit of speed (km/hr). After multiple simulation, it was observed that when  TTD is set to 1, the
better network performance was observed when  TTT is ranging between 0.85*Vf and 1.1*Vf.
Therefore,  TTT was set to Vf.

Prediction Horizon
A proactive trigger helps to predict the traffic in advance and take the necessary steps to avoid or
delay the formation of bottlenecks and hence deliver a better network performance. However, the
traffic prediction itself has a limitation because of the random nature of human behaviour.
Therefore, the duration of the prediction horizon needs to be long enough to allow for a good
prediction of the traffic state in the future, but also short enough to have an acceptable level of
prediction accuracy. Multiple simulations were performed to get the best prediction horizon
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duration. It was observed that for the optimization of the objective function, a prediction horizon
of 4 to 6 minutes results in better network performance. Hence, the uniform prediction length of
5 minutes was used for the calculation of the objective function. On the other hand, for the
purpose of the VSL and HSR triggers, a one-minute prediction length resulted in better
performance and was therefore adopted for the purpose of the VSL and HSR triggers.

VSL and HSR Trigger Definitions
The trigger definitions for triggering VSL and HSR were also evolved by running multiple
simulations for an extended period of time. The best trigger definitions were then finalized and
adopted, and are documented in Chapter 3.

4.7.2 SIMULATION SCENARIOS
Once the multi-objective function and control strategy was finalized, different simulations were
performed to evaluate the benefits of control strategy. Three different scenarios were considered
to study the performance of the control strategy and are shown in Table 4-6:
Table 4-6: Simulation Scenarios

Scenario Number

Variable Speed Limit

Hard Shoulder Running

1

No

No

2

Yes

No

3

Yes

Yes
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All of the runs examined are conducted for four hours (AM peak for southbound traffic). The last
three hours of the simulation has the input equivalent to the AM peak demand for southbound
traffic and the first hour of the simulation has varying proportion of AM peak demand. This is
done to evaluate the effectiveness of the VSL algorithm while the traffic pattern changes from
off-peak to peak-hour traffic conditions. The first 15 minutes are a warm-up period and are
disregarded from the performance measures. Thus, data were collected during the remaining full
three hours 45 minutes peak period. Each of the examined scenarios corresponds to the average
of 10 runs with 10 different random seeds for each scenario. . These random numbers are utilized
by VISSIM to calculate different traffic assignment parameters, such as car following, lane
changing, route choice, the release of demand, etc. The same set of random seeds was used for
the simulation of different scenarios.

4.8 Performance Measurements
To study the performance of the developed strategy, the comparison was made between different
scenarios tabulated in Table 4-6. The parameters used to compare the performances in case of
different scenarios are as follow:
1. Average Speed
2. Vehicular Density
3. Total Throughput
4. Travel Time
5. Travel Delay
6. Total Number of Stops
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7. Safety
The descriptions of these performance measurements along with an analysis of results from
simulations are documented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter Five: PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

This chapter covers the description of performance measurements investigated and the analysis
of results from a case study performed by an implementation of the developed control strategy
on Deerfoot Trail, Calgary. As discussed in Chapter 4, different scenarios were considered in
measuring the performance of the VSL-HSR strategy.

VSL-HSR Performance Summary
Table 5-1 below shows the performance summary and comparison for all the scenarios discussed
in Table 4-6. These values correspond to the average of 10 simulation runs with 10 random seed
values.
Table 5-1: Performance Summary for the Developed Control Strategy
Scenarios
Performance Parameters

No VSL

VSL Only

VSL-HSR

Average Speed (km/hr)

40.30

42.95 (+6.37%)

49.8 (+21.09%)

Travel Time (min)

23.95

19.02 (-22.95%)

15.97 (-39.98%)

Throughput (veh/hr)

3573

3989 (+11.01%)

5008 (+33.44%)

Total Stops

4672022

4014444 (-15.14%)

3368241 (-32.43%)

Total Delay (veh-hr)

55528900

47885569 (-14.78%)

38540764 (-36.12%)

Average Delay (sec)

174.61

147.32 (-16.95%)

117.32 (-39.24 %)
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Both of the scenarios in the control case outperformed the scenario with no control case. With
only the VSL control strategy, as expected, the average travel time was reduced by 22.95%, the
throughput was increased by 13.01%, the total number of stops was reduced by 15.14%, the
delay was reduced by 19.02% and average delay was reduced by 17.91% compared to no control
case. There was also a marginal increase in the average speed of vehicles by 6.37%.
The scenario with VSL-HSR outperformed the VSL only scenario. Compared with the No VSL
case, this integrated control strategy resulted in a noticeable increase in average speed by 21.09%
and vehicle throughput by 33.44%. There was a reduction in average travel time by 39.98%, total
number of stops by 32.43%, total delay by 6.12% and average delay by 39.24%.
The safety analysis was performed using Surrogate Safety Assessment Model (SSAM), which
uses vehicle trajectories from microsimulation. The analysis of vehicle trajectories from SSAM
indicates marked decrease in the total probability of collisions by 29.73% when VSL-HSR
control strategy is implemented.

5.1 Performance of VSL – HSR Control Strategy
As we know from chapters 2 and 3 the combination of various control strategies has manifold
benefits, much greater than when control strategies are implemented individually. The same was
observed in the case study. The integrated control technology of proactive dynamic Variable
Speed Limit (VSL) combined with proactive dynamic Hard Shoulder Running (HSR)
outperformed the only VSL control strategy. The detailed analysis of the performance of VSLHSR is discussed in the subsequent subsections.
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5.1.1 AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME, TOTAL TRAVEL DELAY, TOTAL NUMBER OF STOPS
It has been observed that if the control strategy is proactive based on Model Predictive Control
(MPC) and the objective function to estimate optimum speed has a component to reduce the
travel time, the implementation of VSL control results in 39% reduction in travel time
(Hadiuzzaman (2012)). The objective function of the developed control strategy has a
component to reduce the total travel time. As expected, the travel time is reduced due to a
decrease in the travel time delay. This control strategy is found to be effective in reducing the
stop-and-go conditions and hence make the traffic flow smoother. This can be confirmed by
comparing the total number of stops. The comparison of Travel Time, Total Delay, Total
Number of Stops and Vehicles with Completed Journey (No VSL Vs. VSL – HSR Control
Strategy) over the simulation time is shown in Figure 5-1.
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Comparison of Vehicles with Completed Journey
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Figure 5-1: Comparison of Average Travel Time, Number of Vehicles with Completed
Journey, Total Delay & Total Number of Stops (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR Control Strategy)
over Simulation Time
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5.1.2 SHOCKWAVE DISSEMINATION
When vehicles pass the bottleneck area, their deceleration and acceleration, caused by the stopand-go conditions, result in a drop in the capacity. In the case of VSL, the speed upstream of the
bottleneck is reduced, which limits the discharge flow to the bottleneck area. The speed
downstream of the bottleneck is usually greater than that upstream, so that vehicles are released
from the bottleneck area much faster than the vehicles entering the bottleneck. This phenomenon
reduces the stop-and-go condition and eliminates bottlenecks. Therefore, it is expected that the
average speed should improve or remain more or less the same while implementing VSL. With
HSR along with VSL, it is very likely that the control strategy would have manifold effects on
average speed. The average speed was calculated for all the vehicles on the freeway as well as on
other roads and the ramps, and near signals to show the overall network performance.
Figure 5-2 shows the speed contours over space and time for No VSL, VSL only and VSL-HSR
control case. In terms of speed, VSL only and VSL-HSR control case has better performance
compared to No VSL case. Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 show the comparison of the speed timeline
for various section between no VSL (scenario 1) and with the VSL-HSR Control Strategy
(scenario 3). From these figures, it is clear that the overall speed on various segments for four
hours simulation is better when the VSL-HSR Control Strategy is implemented. Hence, the
average speed is greater in the case of VSL-HSR implementation on Deerfoot Trail. The
comparison of average speed for the different segments is shown in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-2: Speed Comparison over Space & Time (No VSL, VSL Only & VSL-HSR
Control Strategy)
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Figure 5-3: Speed Timeline Comparison (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR Control Strategy) for
Segment 1, 2, 3 and 4
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Figure 5-4: Speed Timeline Comparison (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR Control Strategy) for
Segment 8, 9 and 10
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5.1.3 DENSITY COMPARISON
Similar to speed, density is expected to have identical behavior. One aim of the VSL-HSR
control strategy is to uniformly distribute vehicles along the length of the road and avoid stopand-go conditions in bottleneck areas. Therefore, when VSL-HSR control strategy is
implemented, the discharge flow to the bottleneck should be reduced, thereby decreasing the
density near the bottleneck location. Moreover, with more extreme traffic congestions, triggering
the HSR will provide an additional lane, that will further reduce the vehicular density on the
freeway. Figure 5-5 shows the density contours over space and time for No VSL, VSL only and
VSL-HSR control case. Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 show the comparison of the density timeline
for different segments between no VSL (scenario 1) and the VSL-HSR Control Strategy
(scenario 3). The comparison of average densities for the different segments is shown in Figure
5-10.
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Figure 5-5: Density Comparison over Space & Time (No VSL, VSL Only & VSL-HSR
Control Strategy)
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Figure 5-6: Density Timeline Comparison (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR Control Strategy) for
Segment 1, 2, 3 and 4
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Figure 5-7: Density Timeline Comparison (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR Control Strategy) for
Segment 8, 9 and 10
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5.1.4 TOTAL THROUGHPUT
Since VSL avoids or delays the formation of a bottleneck and makes the traffic flow smoother, a
drop in the capacity can be avoided and hence the overall traffic flow can be increased. Also, the
objective function has a component to increase the total travel distance which aims to increase
the flow. In addition, during adverse traffic congestion, once HSR is triggered, an extra lane is
open to allow more vehicles to pass smoothly. Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 shows the comparison
of the traffic flow timeline between no VSL (scenario 1) and the VSL-HSR Control Strategy
(scenario 3). The comparison of average flow for the different segments is shown in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-8: Traffic Flow Timeline Comparison (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR Control Strategy)
for Segment 1, 2, 3 and 4
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Figure 5-9: Traffic Flow Timeline Comparison (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR Control Strategy)
for Segment 8, 9 and 10
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of Average Speed, Density and Flow for different Segments (No
VSL Vs VSL – HSR Control Strategy
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5.1.5 FLOW – DENSITY FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAMS
Fundamental Diagrams are very useful in judging the traffic conditions macroscopically. The
flow-density fundamental diagrams for various segments of the freeway stretch has been plotted
for both No VSL and for the VSL-HSR Control case and are shown in Figure 5-11 and Figure
5-12. It can be clearly seen that in the case of the VSL-HSR Control Strategy, the capacity of the
road has been increased considerably. It can be clearly seen that traffic is smoother and less
congested all the time in case of VSL-HSR Control Strategy.
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Figure 5-11: Flow-Density Fundamental Diagram Comparison (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR
Control Strategy) for Segment 1, 2, 3 and 4
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Figure 5-12: Flow-Density Fundamental Diagram Comparison (No VSL Vs VSL - HSR
Control Strategy) for Segment 8, 9 and 10
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5.1.6 EFFECT OF VSL-HSR CONTROL STRATEGY ON HYSTERESIS LOOPS
As discussed in Chapter 2, during significant demand, the congestions are often accompanied by
traffic breakdown. In turn, these traffic breakdowns can be explained by two widely observed
phenomena; capacity drop and traffic hysteresis (Saberi (2013), Geroliminis (2011)).
Capacity drop refers to a drop in the average flow compared to its value just before the
breakdown, for the same density value. During traffic breakdown, various loops are observed in
the congested side of the speed versus flow fundamental diagram (Kerner (2009)).
In the current study, hysteresis loops were observed for no control scenario. With the
implementation of the VSL-HSR control strategy these hysteresis loops shirked. As an example,
a comparison of fundamental diagram, where data is aggregated for 10 minutes interval to trace
hysteresis loops, is shown in the Figure 5-13 below. It can be seen that hysteresis loops
disappeared, and capacity drop recovered when the control strategy is implemented.
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Hysteresis Loops (No VSL Vs VSL-HSR Control Strategy)
Segment 11 (10 Minutes Aggregate Data)
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Figure 5-13: Hysteresis Loops (No VSL Vs VSL-HSR Control Strategy) for Segment 11
corresponding to 10 minutes aggregate data

5.1.7 SAFETY ANALYSIS BY SURROGATE SAFETY ASSESSMENT MODEL (SSAM)
The Safety is measured using Surrogate Safety Assessment Model (SSAM) from Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA). More information about this can be found in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. The probability of crossing, rear end and lane changing collisions has been compared
for different scenarios.
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Table 5-2: Safety Analysis through Surrogate Safety Assessment Model (SSAM) from
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

Scenario

Number of locations of possible collisions during simulation
Crossing

Rear End

Lane Change

Total

No VSL

44921

1426353

55349

1526623

VSL Only

39147(-13.74%)

1210296(-16.39%)

48626(-12.93%)

1298070(-19.97%)

VSL – HSR 35667(-22.97%)

1038677(-31.45%)

57148(+3.2%)

1131492(-29.73%)

The analysis of vehicle trajectories from SSAM confirms the safety benefits of control strategies.
Both VSL only and VSL-HSR control strategy improves the safety of the freeway. VSL-HSR
control strategy reported more reduction in collisions (by 29.73%) compared to VSL only
strategy (by 19.97%).
In case of freeway equipped with VSL-HSR control strategy, the total probability of collisions
reduces by 29.73% out of which, there is a reduction in the probability of crossing collisions by
22.97% and rear-end collisions by 31.45%. There is a marginal increase of 3.20% in the
probability of lane changing collisions, however, this is a positive result as additional lane
changing due to the increase in the number of lanes as a result of the opening of the hard
shoulder as a running lane might have offset the decrease in the lane changing collisions by VSL.
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Chapter Six: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusion
6.1.1 SCOPE OF WORK
In the literature, most of the VSL control algorithms that are based on 2 nd order macroscopic
traffic flow models, and that use aggregate data, like mean speed, flow and density, don’t
account for the complex nature of driver behavior. In fact, these algorithms assume that drivers
will have the same behaviour throughout the entire length of the freeway. Therefore, the
difference in the results of VSL from field tests and those proposed from a control strategy can
be explained by the fact that a driver’s behavior is very complex and cannot be assumed to be the
same for all the freeway length. Moreover, all of the VSL control strategies discussed so far are
effective in alleviating congestions to some extent by optimum utilization of the freeway and
adjacent roads; recovering the freeway capacity that is lost due to shockwave formation and
breakdown situations; and harmonizing the overall traffic for better network performance. In
addition, there is a sparsity of studies in the literature that define advanced and self-adjusting
triggers to start VSL. Furthermore, limited study has been done to evaluate the safety
performance of control strategy. Based on these gaps in the literature, this study develops a
dynamic proactive Variable Speed Limit Strategy in integration with dynamic Hard Shoulder
Running. The developed VSL-HSR algorithm cover below list of gaps in the literature:
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Need of more realistic 2nd order traffic prediction model
As explained above, in reality, a driver’s behavior is very complex and hence it is not desirable
to use the same driving behavior for the whole stretch of freeway. The METANET Model and its
modified versions used so far in the literature is applicable only when the road corridor is nearly
straight and traffic conditions are simple. These models cannot explain the behavior of drivers in
a real-time environment. Usually, the geometry of urban freeways is very complex with a
number of lanes and speed limits varying over the stretch. They usually have many interchanges
with either single or multiple lanes. Therefore, it is likely that the basic METANET model
(represented in section 3.2.1) would be unreliable in predicting “complex” traffic on urban
freeways. In this study, the METANET model was modified with various approaches and the
most reliable modified METANET model is documented.
To account for complicated geometry, it was decided to have an independent METANET model
definition for each link segment. The link specific parameters of equation 3.4 will obviously be
different for each link owing to a different geometry, speed and number of lanes for each link.
However, it is very worthwhile to see that the global parameters of equation 3.5, which reflect
driver behavior and nature of traffic, are unique set in each link. This implies that drivers in
behave uniquely to traffic flow in various links. This can further explain the nature of different
kinds of bottlenecks observed on urban freeways.

Need of effective control strategy capable of consuming future demand
Although the VSL control strategies developed so far cannot serve as a substitute in future
demand planning, there is a need to have an advanced control strategy that has the capability of
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consuming future demands. There is an urgent need for this kind of advanced control strategy
especially for urban freeways, where the traffic congestion is only a problem during rush hours.
In this research, the dynamic use of hard shoulder running integrated with dynamic variable
speed limit has been proposed. In the current study the control strategy is proactively triggered,
and the optimization is performed based on a Model Predictive Control based strategy. The
“dynamic” nature of VSL and HSR allows optimum utilization of the existing roadway network.
A “smarter” algorithm makes the best possible decisions for an overall better network because a
better performing, more complex mechanism has been adopted to handle congestion due to
incidents that can happen at any time during the day. The “proactive” nature of the VSL-HSR
trigger means it can take necessary actions well in advance to avoid the formation of bottlenecks.
The MPC based algorithm tries to make the overall better network performance for the near
future, the rolling horizon approach assures better accuracy of the control strategy.

Smarter and self-sustain VSL-HSR trigger
In most of the studies, the trigger is based on current traffic conditions observed from live data
available from the field through traffic sensors. However, by the time the decisions have been
made either by control strategy or TMS, the congestion may have already been developed. The
control strategy developed in this study has the capability of proactively triggering the controls
by predicting the traffic in near future.
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Safety Analysis of Developed Control Strategy
Due to limited availability of crash data and infrequent and random nature of crash data, the
safety analysis in most of the planning studies are often ignored and are kept for the design stage.
Moreover, this information cannot be used to evaluate the safety of any strategy or road design
that is yet to be built. In this study, the safety benefits of the developed control strategy have
been qualitatively confirmed by evaluating the trajectory file by Surrogate Safety Assessment
Model (SSAM) application available from Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). SSAM
analyzes vehicle-to-vehicle interactions to identify conflict events and catalogs all events found.

6.1.2 SUMMARY
The results from the implementation of the developed control strategy on Deerfoot Trail, were
evaluated using VISSIM traffic simulation, and the findings confirmed the benefits of a
combined VSL-HSR and a VSL only control strategy. Furthermore, the VSL-HSR was found to
outperform the VSL only control strategy. The increment of average speed in the VSL-HSR
control strategy was 3.3 times more than what was observed with VSL only strategy. Similarly,
the throughput benefits were 3 times greater in the case of the VSL-HSR control strategy.
Similar results were observed for average travel time, total stops and total delay. Therefore, if
VSL is considered as one of the control strategies, it is believed that if the freeway site can allow
the use of HSR, a developed VSL-HSR strategy can be considered as an extension to the VSL
only strategy.
Speed, density and flow timelines for various segments showed that the VSL-HSR control
strategy was capable of reducing congestions in places where the highest degree of congestion
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was observed. However, in segments where the free flow of traffic was observed initially, in the
majority of cases, there was only a marginal increase in density and flow, and a decrease in
speed. This is expected, as the control strategy tries to distribute the vehicular flow in a way to
have optimum flow over the freeway section. The control strategy tries to balance the under
congested flow zones and congested flow zones to have smoother flow for the whole freeway. In
this way the control strategy assures an overall better network performance.

6.2 Future Recommendations
The control strategy developed in this study contributes to the literature in several ways, as
discussed in the previous section. However, the studies on intelligent transportation systems and
traffic management are complicated in nature. In this study, several future potential topics that
need more investigations are listed below:
1.

This study modified the METANET Model, which is used for traffic prediction.
However, with the advancement in technology, future traffic is expected to be a mix of
manual vehicles, connected vehicles and autonomous vehicles. The combination of these
vehicles will help in extracting more data at a microscopic level. Therefore, the benefits
of microscopic data for future prediction should be studied.

2.

Sensitivity analysis of various characteristics such as the location of speed signs and the
distance between them and the allowed speed differential between two consecutive time
intervals or speed signs. The effects of these characteristics on the control algorithm are
interrelated. Based on the sensitivity analysis, the best configuration should be adopted
for field implementations.
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3.

The variable speed limit in the case study of Deerfoot Trail is allowed to vary only
between 60 km/hr and 100 km/hr in order to retain the credibility of Deerfoot Trail as a
freeway, however, during peak hours traffic speed can be as low as 30 km/hr. The
sensitivity analysis of lower speed allowed should also be performed.

4.

The trigger developed in this control strategy is believed to be capable of detecting nonrecurrent congestion due to incidents, however, the algorithm should be tested for
incident situations during both off-peak as well as peak hours.
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